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Half of
Kentucky
schools meet
academic goals

Wells

Mayoral candidates
to debate at chamber
event on Oct. 20

City, county districts
report positive results
on 2009-10 testing

Chamber
announces
mayoral
debate
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
The
Chamber of Commerce will
host its second Mayoral Deb-ate
on Oct. 20. The debate will take
place at the Curris Center located on the campus of Murray
State University. Mayoral candidates Butch Seargent and Bill
Wells will answer questions
related to the budget, leadership
and business issues. Doors will
open at 7:30 a.m., and breakfast
will be served. This event is
open to the membership as well
as the general community.
"This Mayoral election could
possibly be one of the most critical elections we have seen in
quite some time," stated Lance
Allison, president/CEO of the
chamber. "The next mayor will
have to hit the ground running
to tackle an array of issues facing the city, and it is important
for us to have all the information we can provide in order for
the citizens to make an
informed vote."
Cost to attend the debate is
$15 for chamber members and
non-members.
for
$20
Reservations for the debate can
be made by calling the chaniber
at 753-5171.
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Campus Fire Safety Month
junior from
Gerald Claywell of the Murray Fire Department instructs Nikki Ringham, a Murray State University
Owensboro, on the proper use of a fire extinguisher Wednesday in front of the Carr Health Building. September
on
is Campus Fire Safety Month and MSU Public Safety asked local agencies to help them educate students
Firecampus Wednesday. MFD employees also showed how they use their fire hoses and Calloway County
durRescue brought a "smoke house" to show students what to expect if they have to exit a smoke-filled room
ing a fire.

Zoners OK
conditional
use permit
for Huck's
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments unanimously voted Wednesday to
approve a conditional use
permit for the planned
Huck's convenience store at
411 South 12th St.
The permit will allow the

III See Page 2A
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80s
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 90s.
night. .Mostly
Thursday
clear. Lows in the upper 60s.
Friday _Partly sunny with a
chance of showers.

By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
Associated Press Wnter
—
(AP)
ASHINGTON
- Republicans are putting their
leading midtemi congressicknal
campaign arguments into a new manifesto
designed to show they're listening to an
angry public and are focused on creating
jobs.
GOP lawmakers later Thursday will roll
out their "Pledge to America" — a 21page document filled with familiar proposals to slash taxe and spending and cut
down on government regulation. as well as
repeal President Barack Obama's health
care law and end his stimulus program.
With polls showing voters disenchanted

W

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The _American Civil
Liberties Union is asking Mayfield's zoning board to reconsider its rejection of a
permit for a downtown mosque.
In its rejection of the permit on Aug. 24,
the board cited concerns about fire safety
and building capacity and parking.
A letter sent on Wednesday on behalf of
applicant Khadar Ahmed said the rejection
was based on false assumptions and in violation of the constitutional guarantee of
freedom of religion. It also said the board
approved two similar permits for churches
in the same zoning district.
According to The Courier-Journal, the
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with °barna. worried about the economy
and mad at elected officials. the agenda
also vows to change the way Congress
works — requiring every bill to cite its
constitutional authority, for example, and
to be niade public for three days before a
vote.
"Putting spending, putting the policy of
economic growth in place and cleaning up
the way Congress works is not only a stark
contrast to this president and this
Congress," said Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis.
"It's a contrast to the way we conducted
ourselves a decade ago. We spent to much
money. We lost our way."
The plan steers clear of specifics on
important issues, such as how it will "put

government on a path to a balanced budget." It omits altogether the question of how
to address looming shortfalls in Social
Security. and Medicare, which account for
a huge portion of the nation's soaring
deficit, instead including a vague promise:
"We will make the decisions that are necessary to protect our entitlement programs."
Republicans are favored to add substantially to their ranks on Nov. 2, perhaps
enough to seize control of the House.
Their new agenda is rife with the kind of
grass-roots rhetoric that could appeal both
to tea party activists and to independent

•See Page 2A

Letter on behalf of applicant
claims false assumptions,
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BY TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Independent and Calloway
County school districts met all or most of
their academic goals under the national No
Child Left Behind assessment for 2009-10.
According to MISD officials, students
met 10 of 10 target goals, with 78.3 percent of its students scoring pmficient or
above in reading and 67.8 percent doing
the same in math on the NCLB's Adequate
Yearly Progress Report.
Meanwhile, Calloway County officials
report meeting 11 of 1.3 target goals for the
district.
According to Sherry: Purdom, a spokes-

GOP 'Pledge' makes closing argument to voters

- WEATHER
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Friday night before the footMHS HOMECOMING: Murray High Schooi will celebrate hOmeCOrning festivities
homecoming court. Standing,
ball game versus Trigg County High School. Pictured are members of the MHS
McAllister.
Hannah
and
Owens
Lauren
Webster,
Kenzie
from left Zori Taylor, Lauren Dieleman,
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things on a sheet of paper."
Rep. Mike Pence of Indiana,
‘oters the GOP is courting in its the House GOP conference
quest tor control.
chairman, said ahead of the roll"Regarding the policies ot the out in suburban Virginia later
current govmiment, the govThursday that the party. docuerned do not consent," the
ment stems from a long period
pledge says. "An arrogant and
of listening to and talking to
out-of-touch government of
self-appointed elites makes voters.
"Congress ought to be acting
decisions. issues mandates and
enacts laws without accepting to make sure there is no tax
or requesting the input of the increase on any American at any
level." he said.
many."
Democrats dismissed the GOP
Polls show large majorities are
fed up with Congress and both plan as recycled ideas that
parties and show Republicans would further exacerbate the
have a chalice to earn the pub- nation's problems.
lic's trust on key issues.
"Republicans want to return to
The latest Associated Press- the same failed economic poliGfK poll found nearly three- cies that hurt millions of
quaners disapprove of the way Americans and threatened our
1C.ongress is handling its job, economy,"
said
Nadeam
with 68 percent disapproving of Elshami. a spokesman for
compared
with
60
Republicans
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
disapproving
of
percent
D-Calif.
Democrats.
GOP lawmakers planned to go
Rep. Pete Sessions of Texas,
public with their plan at a hardthe head of Republicans' House
ware store in a Virginia suburb
campaign committee, said the
of
Washington. choosing a locaagenda was drafted to answer
the public's skepticism about tion outside the nation's capital
government and give them a that's in keeping with the plan's
grass-roots emphasis.
"deliverable."
Pence appeared on CBS's
"A number of people are very
cynical about the reliability and "The Early Show," and Ryan
the sincerity of either party." was interviewed on ABC's
Sessions said. "We•ve put "Good Moming America."
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See You at the Pole
The flagpoles at local schools were the gathering point for Wednesday morning's See You At the Pole event, bringing students and faculty together for a moment of prayer and worship before school. Pictured are scenes from Calloway County High
School and Murray High School.

Zoners, Huck's...
From Front
store to have five parking space
variances. two logos on the
canopy above the gas pumps,
LED signs featuring gas ptices,
and eight small signs on top of
the pumps. Peyton Mastera.
Planner I for the City of Murray,
said plenty of gas stations have
the small signs featuring advertisements, but the BZA would
need to approve those since the
store was already going through
the planned development project (PDP) process. This was
done because the store will have
a fryer, drive-through window
and enoirgti• seating for sni..
meeting the city's definition of a
restaurant.
The board also voted 4-1 to
approve a conditional use permit for Tung Dinh to open a
recreational business in a B-1
zoning district at 1413 Olive
Blvd. Dinh said he wanted the
business to be a place where
Murray State University students could go for coffee or a
light breakfast and play pool,
Nintendo Wii or shuffleboard.
He said it would probably be
open until around midnight.
While he would eventually have
to ask for a parking variance of
36 spaces. he said he didn't
think it would be an issue
because he thought the business
would mostly be used by MSU
students.
Kim Oatman, facilities manager for MSU. said he was concerned about the lack of parking
in the area. He said the MSU
lots that surround the area are
zoned for students, faculty and

stall and that MSU Public
Safety ticket people without an
MSU tag even at night. The
board voted to move ahead with
the conditional use perrnit, with
Steven Reed voting against it,
but the parking variance request
would have to come before the
board at another time, Mastera
said.
The board also unanimously
voted that a proposed apartment
complex on North 13th Street
.would be compatible with the
area. Gerald Bell had previously
c.rtrisideredl using the property
for a hotel, but said he would
like to build a three-story complex that would have a combination of studio. one-bedroom and
two-bedroom apartments. It is
estimated to have a total of 60
units with room for 108 beds.
Justin Pounds. acting as chair in
place of BZA Chairman Bill
Whitaker, said he would like to
see a traffic study of the area
done. Bell said traffic would
also be an issue, but he thought
there would be less traffic with
an apartment complex than
there would be with a restaurant. which would not require a
compatibility hearing. He said it
would be good housing for
MSU students, as well as young
professionals.
"I think this makes a lot of
sense for the community." Bell
said.

1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray. KY
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From Front
zoning board initially voted on
Aug. 10 to approve Ahmed's
application. But the board wrote
to Ahmed later that day that it
was reconsidering its approval
because some people didn't get
a chance to speak at the meeting.
Mayfield City Attorney Boyd
Neely did not immediately
return a call Wednesday afternoon.
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Dry spell could hurt quality of tobacco
the bani in as marketable of shayBy BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
Not long ago, the mood was much better in thc
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — W'ithin a span of county as the burley harvest produced good yields.
weeks, the outlook for some Kentucky burley tobac- Moore said.
co has soured amid worries that a dry spell could
That upbeat outlook has changed in some areas
hurt the quality of leaf hanging in barns to cure during the curing process. when long green tobacco
before going to mattet.
leaves gradually change to the preferred reddish
In Henry County', where fanning is the economic brown tint that prepares the burley for markets openbackbone and burley remains an important cash ing in November.
crop. some leaf is tuming a yellowish color brought
Kentucky is the nation's top producer of burley
on by the drought that has stretched into curing sea- tobacco, an ingredient in cigarettes.
son, said Steve Moore, the county's agricultural
Moore said the dry, hot weather has resulted in
extension agent. The fear is tobacco companies "flash curing- of some leaf, causing the undesired
won't have as much appetite for off-color tobacco.
yellowish color.
At a meeting this week with area farmers, officials
The result could be lower prices at market. he said.
unless timely rains salvage curing season.
from one prominent tobacco company stressed that
"Right now the tobacco producers are nervous," yellowish. and other off-colored leaf was not desirMoore said in a telephone interview Wednesday.
able, Moore said.
"There's still those questions — how will the mar"And that's where they left it,- he said. "So the
ket accept some tobacco that went into the barn in farmer has to suppose at this point that those colors
good shape, but probably isn't goir.g to come out of will not be rewarded at the marketplace.-
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Congress to send small business bill to Obama N=u1;1`YBrief
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
long-delayed bill to help struggling small businesses with easier credit and other incentives to
expand and hire new workers is
poised to clear its final hurdle.
'The legislation — slated for a
House vote Thursday — would
establish a $30 billion government fund to help Main Street
banks lend to credit-starved
small businesses. It also would
cut their taxes and boost Small
Business Administration loan
programs.
The vote would send the
measure to Obama, giving him
and his Democratic allies on
Capitol Hill a much-needed, but
minor, victory just six weeks
before the midterm elections.
The measure passed the
Senate last week but was overshadowed by a debate raging

over the extension of Bush-era
tax cuts.
But the measure has received
only tepid support from small
businesses suffering as the
economy slowly recovers from
the worst recession since the
Great Depression. For starters,
demand for credit is down, and
many businesses are sitting on
sizable cash reserves.
And larger small businesses
that pay taxes as individuals are
more interested in a looming
increase in their top tax rates to
almost 40 percent. They represent only about 3 percent of all
small businesses, however.
The new loan fund would be
available to community banks
to encourage lending to small
businesses. Supporters say
banks should be able to use the
fund to leverage up to $300 bil-

lion in loans.
The loan fund is opposed.
however. by most Republicans,
who liken it to the 2008 bailout
of the financial system. They
warn it would encourage banks
to make loans to borrowers whc
aren't good credit risks.
Democrats say the measure is
needed to help small businesses
cope with a credit crunch that
worsened dramatically after the
financial crisis two years ago.
This legislation would also aid
lending by lowering Small
Business Administration loan
program fees and raising loan
guarantee and lending limits.
The small business tax cuts in
the bill include breaks for
restaurant owners and retailers
who remodel their stores or
build new ones. Larger businesses could more quickly

recover the costs of capital
improvements through depreciation. Long-term investors in
some small businesses would be
exempt from paying capital
gains taxes. And loan caps
under the Small Business
Administration's chief lending
program would be significantly
raised.
The measure also would allow
small business owners to deduct
the costs of health insurance for
themselves and their families
from self-employment taxes but
only for the 2010 tax year.
While there are lots of exceptions, the government defines a
small business as 500 workers
or less for most manufacturers
and $7 million and under in
annual sales for most non-manufacturing industries.

B.E. S.A.F.E Week aims to take a stand against violence
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By MEREDITH FREELAND
MSU Public Relations
Take Back the Night is an
annual program where women
and men across campus unite to
take a stand against all forms of
sexual assault and domestic violence. B.E. S.A.F.E week begins
today and nins through Sept. 28
on Murray State University's
campus to increase awareness
and includes not only Take Back
the Night, but many other
awareness events.
The program, which will take
place on Cutchin Soccer Field
from 7- 8 p.m. on Sept. 28, is an
hour-long presentation of dance,

poetry, dramatic: readings and
personal stories. The program is
designed to inspire participants
and attendees to stand up against
all types of violence. Following
the presentation, attendees may
view the Clothesline Project, a
visual display of t-shirts decorated by survivors of sexual violence and domestic abuse.
To get involved in B.E.
S.A.F.E. Week, participants may
create a luminary in honor of
someone they know who has
fallen victim to any form of sexual abuse or domestic violence.
Beginning at 6 p.m. on Sept. 28
at Cutchin Field, luminaries

may be designed that will be
placed around the soccer field as
a visual representation of the
victims. All donations for luminaries will be given to the Court
Appointed Special Advocates ot
Calloway County (CASA), an
organization that matches
trained volunteers with abused
or neglected children.
Along with luminaries for victims, the program will feature a
pledge from the members of
Alpha Sigma Phi members
called the Men's Pledge, a
promise to take a stand against
sexual assault and domestic violence against women.

Other events include Are You
Afraid of the Dark?, a performance to raise awareness of the
lasting impact of rape, assault
and other forrns of domestic violence on friends and family
members.'That event took place
on Sept 22 in Mason Hall. Also,
Fearless Day is Sept. 27, a day
of silence to acknowledge those
who have been silenced out of
fear. Shirts will be designed and
worn on this day and all the proceeds will benefit CASA. To
find out how to create your own
shirt, call the office of student
affairs at at 809-3140.

•Half of Kentucky schools meet goals...
of students scoring proficient or es and work diligently to turn
distinguished in each area. those atea.s into strengths to betwoman for MISD, Murray Each year, the state target goals ter serve our students," Bargo
Middle School students met all are set higher and all students said.
10 of its target goals in both are expected to reach proficienCalloway District Assessment
reading and math, while Murray cy, a score of 100 on a 140 point Coordinator Randy McCallon
kligh School met eight of 10 scale, by 2014.
said the district's schools con,
goals, falling short in mathematCounty tinue to make forward strides
Calloway
ics. Murray Elementary eciagel, Superintendent Ketuiith Bargo and achieve positive test results.
are part of the MMS assessment. said the overall effort by stu"All three elementary schools,
"We do need to examine areas dents, teachers, staff and admin- East, North and Southwest, met
which we need to improve and istrators continues to be strong all their target
goals,"
are committed to do that," said and the scores reflect that effort. McCallon said. "Calloway
MISD Superintendent Bob
"However, we are disappoint- County High School made
Rogers saying he was pleased ed that we did not meet NCLB tremendous improvement as
the district met all goals estab- target goals in the area of read- compared to last year and were
lished under NCLB.
ing and mathematics for special- rewarded for their efforts by
However MISD officials said needs students at the middle these results and outcomes.
that. since Senate Bill I sus- school level and consequently Though Calloway County
former for the district as well," Bargo Middle School missed goals in
pended
the
Commonwealth Accountability said.
the disability category, their
Testing System (CATS), there
Under NCLB,a school or dis- results improved in all five conare no academic index scores or trict must meet 100 percent of tent areas overall which is very
growth chart accountability all requirements to qualify as exciting. The district results
trends being reported. Instead, scoring required academic also fell short in the category of
the five assessed content areas progress.
disabilities, but otherwise were
"I'm confident that our district very encouraging."
of reading, mathematics, science, social studies and on- leadership team and individual
NCLB requires yearly reportdemand writing are being school leaders will make every ing of students at or above proreported only as the percentage effort to identify our wealuiess- ficiency in reading and mathematics. In addition, the subgroup populations of race-ethnicity, socio-economic. limited
English proficient and disabilities are reported for those at or
above proficiency.
Statewide, just more than half
of Kentucky's public schools
met NCLB goals, according to
an Associated Press report this
Kentucky
The
morning.
Department of Education report
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — Five members ot the 101 st
Airborne Division are among the nine American troops killed in a
helicopter crash in southern Afghanistan, the military said
Wednesday.
The five were assigned to the 10Ist Combat Aviation Brigade,
which deployed in March, said Fort Campbell spokesman Rick
Rzepka.
The crash Tuesday was the worst coalition helicopter crash in
Afghanistan in four years.
Killed from the 101 st were Maj. Robert F. Baldwin, 39, of
Muscatine, Iowa; Chief Warrant Officer Matthew G. Wagstaff,
34. of Orem. Utah; Chief Warrant Officer Jonah D. McClellan,
26; Staff Sgt. Joshua D. Powell, 25, of Pleasant Plains, Ill.; and
Sgt. Marvin R. Calhoun Jr., 23. of Elkhart, Ind. The military said
McClellan was from Minnesota; his father said his son grew up
near Battle Ground, Wash.
The cause of the crash was not immediately clear. NATO said
there were no reports cf enemy fire at the time in the Daychopan
district of Zabul province, where the crash took place.
However, the Taliban have claimed that insurgents shot down
the helicopter. The Taliban often exaggerate their claims and
sometimes take credit for accidents.

$1.3M in federal funding for bills
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The U.S. Deparunent of Health and
Human Services is sending more than $1.3 million to Kentucky
to help low-income homeowners and renters pay their energy
bills.
The emergency contingency funding are for heating and cooling
costs.
Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius says
the funds will help ease the worries of paying energy bills during
the coming cold winter months.
The funds released this week are in addition to $4.5 billion in
block grant funding and $490 million in emergency contingency
funds received by states earlier this year.

Bourbon Trail breaks record
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Organizers say participants in the
Kentucky Bourbon Trail distillery tour have surpassed last year's
record number of people who toured all six of its distilleries.
Kentucky Distillers' Association president Eric Gregory says
the record of more than 4,000 was broken with three months to
spare.
Kentucky Bourbon Trail organizers say more than 1.7 million
people have toured its distilleries in the last five years.
People who visit all six distilleries on the tour become members
of the bourbon trail's "Passport" program.
The six distilleries are Four Roses and Wild Turkey in
Lawrenceburg; Heaven Hill in Bardstown; Jim Beam in
Clermont; Makers Mark in Loretto and Woodford Reserve in
Versailles.

EKU police report 2nd flashing incident
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — Campus police at Eastern Kentucky
University are investigating the second flashing incident in a
week.
WKYT-TV reports the most recent incident came late Tuesday
night when a man exposed himself to a woman on campus.
Police said the description of the suspect is similar to the description of the suspect in a Sunday night flashing incident.
In that case, police say two female students reported a man
exposed himself to them. Also that everting, four female students
told police a man followed them through a campus parking lot.
Police say the suspect was last seen wearing camouflage
fatigues and a beret.
Administrators have increased the number of officers on campus at night. They're also asking students to use a free shuttle
service or a campus police escort at night

Ky. man found guilty in officer shooting
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — A jury on Wednesday convicted a
Kentucky man of attempted first-degree murder for his role in the
shooting of a Nashville police officer.
Jurors deliberated for about four hours before finding 27-yearold Cortney Logan of Louisville, Ky., guilty.
Logan was accused of helping his cousin — Joseph Jackson Jr.
— escape from the Delta Correctional Facility in Greenwood,
Miss., in June 2009 while the pnsoner was at a doctor's appointment.
Prosecutors said the pair were fleeing to Louisville when police
Sgt. Mark Chesnut stopped their vehicle on Interstate 40 west of
Nashville because Logan was not wearing a seatbelt.
Jackson shot Chesnut, who survived. Jackson, 32. pleaded
guilty to attempted murder earlier this week.
Logan, also convicted of using a weapon during a felony, faces
up to 30 years in prison and additional charges in Mississippi.
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showed ovenvhelming numbers
of high school students ill-prepared for college or the work
force.
"There are highs and lows in
this .clata." said Education
COnunissioner Terry Holliday.
,
'lite-good,news is that many of
Kentucky's schools are seeing
increases in the percentages of
students performing at tfte highest levels."
Overall, 640 Kentucky public
schools met 100 percent of their
NCLB goals for 2009-2010, but
511 schools fell short.
"Many of our schools are
making progress in closing
achievement gaps," Holliday
said in a statement. "But, our
schools have a lot of work to do
in preparing students for college
and careers. That data is very
sobering and should serve as a
call to action, especially for our
high schools. We've got a lot of
work to do, and it has to start
now."
Kentucky Core Content Test
results showed increases in the
percentage of students scoring
at the highest performance levels in nearly every elementary
and middle school grade level.
But average high school scores
fell slightly in all subject areas,
except writing.

5 Fort Campbell, Ky., troops killed in crash
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Fed: More inflation would create jobs
VsASHINGTON AP) -might seem like prices are rising
wherever you look. from medical care to college tuition. Yet to
the Federal Reserve. they might
not he going up fast enough.
The Fed says a little more
inflation might be just the thing
io start a chain reaction that
ould ultimately create jobs and avoid a spiral of falling
prices that could damage the
economy.
In a statement Tuesday, the
Fest avoided directly mentioning
he dreaded word "deflation."
But it signaled its concern that
r,..lay's very
inflation might
lead to actual price drops.
The Fed, meeting for the last
time before the midterm elections. said its measures show
inflation is "somewhat below"
desirable levels for the econotny. That may sound strange.
because inflation is often made
out to be an economic evil.
And it can be. when it gets
out of control. But its opposite
can be even worse.
Once deflation takes hold. it
can wreck an economy. Workers
suffer pay cuts. Corporate prot-

shrivel. Stock values fall.
People. businesses and the government find it costlier to pare
debt. Foreclosures and bankruptcies rise.
And people spend less, convinced that prices will fall even
further if they just wait. That
trend has already emerged in the
housing market. Many would-be
buyers are standing on the sidelines. waiting for home prices to
fail further.
shoppers
Spending
by
accounts for about 70 percent of
economic activity in the United
States. A further drop in their
spending could potentially
throw the economy back into
recession.
It's true that the costs of
items like health care, education
and transportation have surged.
But the Fed studies a wide range
of prices across the economy.
Overall consumer prices excluding food and energy
prices. which are volatile inched up just 0.9 percent for the
12 months that ended in August.
That matched a 44-year low,
according to the government.
And it's well below the Fed's

comfort zone for inflation, Sinai, chief economist at
hich ranges between 1.5 per- Decision Economics. "But part
cent and 2 percent over a year. of its job is to he educational.
The Fed would like to see infla- The Fed wants people to know it
tion at least that high because it is not going to let this rare diswould show the economy is ease happen."
And spreading more confimaking a solid recovery. It
would mean shoppers are confi- dence among consumers and
dent enough to spend and busi- businesses would reduce the
nesses confident enough in cus- likelihood of a deflationary spitomer demand to raise prices. ral. Sinai said.
The last time the country.
Confident employers are more
endured a destabilizing ca.se of
likely to create jobs.
Right now. prices are rela- deflation was during the Great
tively low because the economy Depression of the 1930s. Japan
is still so weak. Companies can't suffered what's often called a
raise prices because high unem- "lost decade" in the 1990s after
ployment and scant pay gains a financial crisis led to deflation
are making shoppers cautious. and economic stagnation.
When deflation strikes. it's
Companies have to resort to discounts and promotions to entice hard to embolden consumers
and businesses to spend. Japan
them.
The Fed's statement Tuesday is still fighting deflation even as
made clear that it's prepared to it has kept its key short-term
intervene to prevent deflation. interest rates near zero, as thc
One way would be to make big Fed has for nearly two years.
purchases of government bonds Low rates are supposed to help
to drive down long-tertn interest neutralize deflation by spurring
rates. That could help stimulate people to borrow and buy
things. Yet so far. the Fed's
borrowing and spending.
"The average person may be ultra-low rates have failed to
bewildered by the Fed's concem rejuvenate the economy.
about deflation." said Allen

Obituaries
Jessie Jones Roberts Barrow
Jessie Jones Robeits Barrow. 105. ot Murray. died Wednesday.
Sept., 22. 2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Margie Brant:it'll, 85, of Murray. died Wednesday', Sept. 22, 2010.
at 11:18 p.m. at her home. Arrangements are incomplete at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home

Paid Obituary
Lena Mae Summerville Galloway

ay, 80, of Sedalia passed
Mrs. Lena Mae Suim
away at 6:40 p.m. on Tuesday. Sept. 21, 2010, at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center in Mayfield.
She was born in Coldwater. As many families
did in that era. her family moved to Michigan to
work in the auto industry'. They returned to
Kentucky when she was a teenager, and resided in
Graves County the rest of her life. Lena was a
member of Lebanon Church of Christ and retired
from the Graves County School System. During.
her childrens' school years she was active in their
activities with the Sedalia School, and loved card
playing with her friends during retirement.
Services will be conducted at Byrn Funeral
Galloway
Home in Mayfield on Saturday, Sept. 25, 2010, at
I I a.m. Chris King will officiate, and Interment will follow in the
Lebanon Cemetery. Visitation is set from 5-8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 24.
2010, at the funeral home.
Survivors include sister, Nell Clifton and husband, Floyd; and
brother, Chester Summerville and wife, Norma, all of Mayfield. She
was a loving and caring mother to three sons and one daughter.
Marshall Galloway and wife, Gloria of Mayfield. Richie Galloway
and wife, Cathy of Sedalia. Larry Galloway and fiance, Sue Outland
of Murray. Nancy Galloway Kuechler and husband, Curt of
professional familiar with the border region only for limited
She was cherished by her grandchildren and greattraining missions. The use of Charlotte, N.C.
program.
grandchildren.
Her homemade rolls were the best. Michelle
to
carryThe security official and for- Afghan paramilitaries
husband Michael and daughter Peyton and son
Rutledge,
Galloway
mer intelligence officials spoke out spying activities will likely
Parker. of Frisco. Texas. Aaron Galloway, wife Lisarose and sons
about the Afghan force on die inflame already frayed political
Grant and Cole of Charleston, S.C. Allison Galloway Fowler. huscondition of anonymity because relations between Afghanistan
band Andrew and son George and daughter Mary Drew of
Pakistan.
they were not authorized to dis- and
and daughter Sophie
"We do not allow any foreign Nashville, Tenn. Nathan Galloway, wife April
cuss the sensitive information.
of Mayfield. Amy Galloway of Troy, Tenn. Natalie Galloway
The secret Afghan force has troops or militia to operate on
Anderson, husband Brad and daughters Maci and Faith of
emerged as a new component of our side of the border," Pakistani
Draffenville. Ashley Galloway of Union City, Tenn. Grace and
Maj.
Gen.
spokesman
army
ramped-up American counterAndrew Kuechler of Charlotte, N.C.
terror operations against the Athar Abbas said. "There are no
Preceding her in death were her husband N.L. Galloway; her parTaliban in Afghanistan and reports of any such incident.
Edrie Hargrove Summerville and Raymond Summerville.
against al-Qaida and allies over and, should it happen in future, ents,
Brothers John, Ted and Ned Summerville.
upon
by
our
will
be
fired
in
they
mountainous
border
the
Pallbearers will be Nathan Galloway, Aaron Galloway, Tommy
Pakistan. The U.S. military, troops."
Anderson and Wayne Wadlington.
Unlike regular Afghan army Barton, Tim Paschall, Bob
including special operations
Kenneth
CIA-run Honorary pallbearers will be J.0. Dobson, W.P. Henley,
forces, has been working with commandos, the
Alderdice, James Albert Galloway, Chuck Summerville, Kent
the CIA in an intensified crack- Afghan paramilitary units mostSummerville, Bruce Summerville, Jeffrey Summerville, Scott
down against militants on both ly work independently from
Summerville, Randy Summerville. Stephen
CIA pararnilitary or special Summerville, Tim
sides of the border.
Clifton, Bobby Galloway, Kenneth Galloway and Ronnie Galloway.
Drone strikes run by the CIA operations forces but will occaare at their highest level yet sionally combine forces for an
Afghan
Taliban. operation. Despite operating
against
Haqqani and al-Qaida leaders in independently, the units coordiPakistan, while U.S. special nate their operations with
operations forces have been NATO, the security professional
staging combined raids with said.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The Mo.; and Petty Officer 3rd Class
The Afghan force became the
Afghan army special forces
Miranda. 24, of Toms
against the midlevel leadership focus of a debate last year Defense Department has identi- Denis C.
that operates on the Afghan side. between CIA and military offi- fied the nine American troops River, N.J.
McLendon was assigned to a
The Afghan pursuit teams cials over who would control its kilted in the worst coalition helSpecial Warfare unit.
in
Naval
crash
in
Afghanistan
icopter
remained
operations.
The
CIA
in
detail
in
Bob
were described
Smith and Miranda
Looney,
years.
four
Woodward's
new
book, the lead agency, the former offiThe military announced were assigned to SEAL teams.
"Obama's Wars," due out cial said.
The soldiers killed were Maj.
The paramilitaries earn gen- Wednesday that four sailors
Monday.
39, of
Woodward reported that the erous salaries compared to were killed in the crash during Robert F. Baldwin.
Warrant
Muscatine,
Iowa;
Chief
day
earlier,
operations
a
combat
the
army
units conducted covert opera- Afghans employed by
Wagstaff,
neighboring or police. The CIA-run Afghan along with five soldiers. Three Officer Matthew G.
tions
inside
Utah; Chief
Pakistan's lawless border area:: paramilitary in Kandahar were of the sailors were Navy SEALs, 34, of Orem,
Warrant Officer Jonah D.
as part of a campaign against al- compensated on an elite pay while the fourth was assigned tc
McClellan, 26, of St. Louis
Warfare
unit.
Naval
Special
the
rights
human
according
to
scale,
Qaida and Taliban havens.
The five soldiers were from the Park, Minn.: Staff Sgt. Joshua
Pakistan allows U.S. special investigators.
101st Combat Aviation Brigade, D. Powell, 25, of Pleasant
operations forces to enter the
10Ist Airborne Division, at Fort Plains, Ill.; and Sgt. Marvin R.
Calhoun Jr., 23. of Elkhart. Ind.
Campbell, Ky.
Baldwin was assigned to the
The Navy victims were identified as Lt. Brendan J. Looney, brigade headquarters; Wagstaff,
29, of Owings. Md.; Senior McClellan and Calhoun were
Chief Petty Officer David B. assigned to the 5th Battalion;
1001 Vi 1'1104 Ave.• Murray, la 42071-104-0
McLendon, 30, of Thomasville, and Powell was assigned to the
Ga.; Petty Officer 2nd Class 6th Battalion.
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Adam O. Smith, 26, of Hurland.
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.

CIA bankrolling elite Afghan special forces
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
CIA has trained and bankrolled a
well-paid force of elite Afghan
paramilitaries for nearly eight
years to hunt al-Qaida and the
Taliban for the CIA. according
to current and former U.S. officials.
Modeled after U.S. special
forces, the Counterterrorist
Pursuit Team was set up in the
months following the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan in 2002 to
penetrate territory controlled by

the Taliban and al-Qaida and target militants for Interrogations
by CIA officials.
The 3,000-strong Afghan
teams are used for surveillance
and long-range reconnaissance
missions and some have trained
at CIA facilities in the United
States. The force has operated in
of
and
some
Kabul
Afghanistan's most violencewracked provinces including
Kandahar, Khost, Paktia and
Paktika. according to a security
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Margie Brandon

Virginia to execute first
woman in 100 years
RICHMOND. Va. (AP) Virginia was moving forward
this morning day with its first
execution of a woman in nearly
a century amid appeals from the
European Union and repercussions that reached as far away as
Iran.
Teresa Lewis, 41, was scheduled to die by injection at 9 p.m.
at Greensville Correctional
Center in Jarratt for the October
2002 hired killings of her husband and stepson. To procure the
hit men, prosecutors said, she
used sex, cash and a promised
cut of the insurance benefits the
killings would reap her.
The U.S. Supreme Court and
Gov. Bob McDonnell declined
to intervene. All her legal
appeals have been exhausted,
her attorney said. In a state with

the second busiest death chamber in the U.S., the Lewis execution has stirred an unusual
amount of attention because of
her gender, claims she lacked
the intelligence to mastermind
the killings and the post-conviction emergence of defense evidence that one of the triggermen
manipulated her.
Lewis' supporters say she's a
changed woman, and point to
testimonials from former prison
chaplains and inmates that
Lewis comforted and inspired
other inmates with her faith and
the hymns and country gospel
tunes she sang at the Fluvanna
Correctional Center for Women.
In a letter this month to
McDonnell, the European Union
asked the governor to commute
her sentence to life.
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Street to close
for improvements

Journahsm and broadcasting
workshop at Murray State set
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North Cherry Street, between Spruce
Street and Pine Street, will he closed beginning Monday, Sept. 27 thniugh Friday. Oct.
29. for Storm Water drainage improvements.
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American Legion to meet

Datebook
Sanci Teague.
Community
editor

American Legion Post 73 of Murray invites
all veterans to attend the monthly meeting at 7
p.m. today. Sept. 23, at the American Legion
Veterans' Hall. 310 Bee Creek Dnve. The agenda will focus on planning for programs to serve
local seterans. For more information, call
Commander Amos McCarty at 293-1320 or
761-5709.

Murray Elementary SBDM will meet
The Mureay Elementary Site Base Decision Making Council will
meet today, Sept. 23, at 7 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education.

MHS will host Senior Night
Murray High Soccer will host Senior Night today. Sept. 23, at the
Mallar-y France Soccer Complex. Lady Tiger and Tiger Senior players will be honored after the men's game. The Tigers play Mayfield
at 5:45 p.m. with the Lady Tigers playing the Lady Cardinals at 7:30
p.m. Murray High Principal Teresa Speed, Athletic Director David
Fields. and the Coaches invite all family'. friends and fans to join
them in celebration.

Career Center to host mock interviews
The Murray Career Center will host m(x:k interviews today, Sept.
23. beginning at 11:30 a.m. at the Career Center, 208 South Fifth
Street. The interview is open to anyone. unemployed or employed.
who is looking to increase their job seeking skills. To schedule an
appointment, call 761-3903.

Murray Woman's Club to hold meeting
The Murray' Woman's Club will begin the new year with a general meeting and salad supper on Thursday, Sept. 23. at 6 p.m. at the
club house. The program will be -The Four Areas of Service" presented by Jennifer Wilson, executive director for the American Red
Cross of Calloway County. Hostesses are the Garden and Alpha
Departments.

Temple Hill Lodge to host supper
Temple Hill Lodge #276 F&AM, Highway 464 East of Almo,
will host a fall chili and soup supper on Friday, Sept. 24, from 5-8
p.m. Cost is $5 per person. All proceeds will go to the upkeep of the
Lodge. Everyone is invited.

MHS homecoming to be held Friday
The Murray High School football homecoming will be held.
Friday, Sept. 24. The homecoming queen crowning will be at 6:45
p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium. The game against Trigg County will
follow. After. the homecoming dance will be held at the high school.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faitin based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride. call the church office at 753-1834.

Phebian Class plans luncheon
The Phehian Sunday. School Class ot First Baptist Church will
have a luncheon on Saturday, Sept. 25. at 11 a.m. at The Lodge
Restaurant on Ky. 121 North, Murray. New officers will be
installed. In charge of arrangements will be Betty Lyons and her
group. Martha Moore is class teacher and Norma Wallis is assistant
teacher.

CCHS Class of'65 to hold reunion
The Calloway County High School Class of 1965 will hold its
45th class reunion on Saturday, Sept. 25, at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake
Hotel, Aurora. Dress is casual. A buffet dinner will be served. If you
attended school with this class and have not been contacted, call
Gracie Holland at 753-7258 oi Virginia Herndon at 226-9754.

South Pleasant Grove to hold fundraiser
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will host a
Turkey Shoot on Sept. 25 and on Hazel Day Oct. 2. Location will be
North of Hazel on 641, across from State Line Ranch and Home
Parking Lot. Proceeds will go to "Hunter for the Hungry.Concession will be on site. Turkey Shoots are from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Twelve-gauge shotgun only. Brtng your own or we will loan one.
Event may be postponed in the event of bad weather.

Art on the Square to be held
Murray Art Guild and Murray Main Street will have Art on the
Square on Saturday. Sept 25. from 8 a.m. to noon in conjunction
with the Saturday Market. This free event with the opportunity for
kids to try several art forms including weaving, watercolor. pumpkin painting and more. Playhouse in the Park will make a special
appearance with cast from "The 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee."

e-mail: communitynewsOmurrayledger.com

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Farris
Jim and Annie Laura Farris of Tri City, will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on (kt. 3. 2010. They were married on that
date in 1960 in Corinth. Miss.
A lifelong homemaker. Mrs. Farris is the daughter of the late
L.W. and the late Thelma Murd(x:k.
Mr. Farris is the son of the late Leon Farris and the late Ada
Farris. He is a retired technical manager from General Tire in
Mayfield. where he was employed for 31 years.
'They are the parents of three children. Richard Farris and wife
Terri: Lori Farrts: and Lisa Satterwhite. They are the grandparents
of Paige. Courtney and Cameron Farris: and Taylor and Dain
Satterwhite.
A private Bluegrass anti BBQ picnic is being planned by their
children.

By Bob McGaughey
t.1Su Public Relations
MURRAY. Ky - Murray State University's department of journalism anti mass communications will conduct its annual Journalism
and Broadcasting Workshop Sept. 24, at the Curers Center. Area
high school media students and their advisers will pick from eight
programs in each of the first two sessions that day.
In the first session (9:30-10:30 a.m.). programs will include sports
reporting anti sports columns. mining story ideas. digital photography tips. reporting the bad news. advertising sales. designing and
selFrig yearbooks, what's new in yearbooks and producing programs for television.
The second session (10:45-11:45 a.m.) will offer programs on feature and magazine writing. resources for scholastic media, newspaper design, using social media for sources and story ideas, advertising design and the second parts of designing and selling yearbooks.
what's new in yearbooks and producing programs for television.
Registration will be from 8:30-9:15 a.m. on the third floor of the
Curris Center. followed by the announcement of the student media
contest winners.
Chip Hutcheson. president of the Kentucky Press Association and
the publisher of the twice-weekly Times Leader in Princeton and
The Eagle Post in Oak Grove, will be the luncheon speaker. After
graduation in 1970 from the University of Kentucky, Hutcheson was
the sports editor of The Kentucky' New Era in Hopkinsville for.
seven years. In 1976. he became the publisher of 'The Princeton
Leader and taking his current position in 1992. He is a member of
the board of directors of the National Newspaper Association and
chairman of NNA's Publisher's Auxiliary Committee.
After lunch. workshop co-director David Green arid Lochte will
meet with five schools involved in a special project (Paducah
Tilghman. Mayfield. Fulton County, Fulton City and Hopkinsville).
Student journalists at these schools will work to produce mediabased promotions to call students' attention to the importance of
planning for postsecondary' education to prepare for a career.
At 1:15 p.m., students and advisers may tour the MSU student

See Page 6A

CC Rescue Squad
fundraiser in progress
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County DES Rescue Squad's annual fundraiser is
now in progress. They are about half-way through the fundraiser and
this is the same fundraiser they have done for the past several years.
Each year they call everyone in the city and county and offer a free
8x10 family portrait for a $20 donation. The Rescue Squad receives
no tax money and is funded based on donations. All of the equipment. trucks. fuel and training come from donations and all donations are appreciated.
The Rescue Squad is the lead agency in all drowning, missing
persons anti overdue boaters. and they have been busy during the
past 12-18 months between missing children and adults. in both the
city and county.: lost boaters and drowned victims on Kentucky
Lake: and assistance at automobile accidents when requested. They
have spent many hours away from their families and thzir work
places to volunteer their time at all hours of the day and night. in the
dark in boats, in the woods, and driving roads to help Murray and
Calloway County' citizens when needed.
The Rescue Squad would like to thank everyone for their support
in the past and continued support in the future. Donations may be
made to the Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad at P.O.
Box 599. Murray, Ky. 42071.
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TACO JOHNI3
The Fresh Taste of West-klea

NBTII to
hold rally,
silent auction
New Beginnings Transition
Home will hold a motorcycle
rally and silent auction on
Saturday. Sept. 25, at Town &
Motorsports.
Country
Registration and breakfast at 9
a.m.
For more information. call
Ron or Linda Wright at 7530156.

'

HWY.641 N.
MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852
wwwsollingh.com

Open House and Sale-A-bration
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 24th & 25th

Farmington Church of Christ

Extra-Special Savings:
Sale Price

Item

Presents

"Living in Victory"
By Dorian Flynn
and Worship Leader Booker Murphy
September 26th at 10 a,m. & 1 p.m.
September 27th-29th at 7p.m. Nightly
"Spiritual Warfare"
Part 2

September 26th: "Building Blocks for a
Great Marriage"

September 28th:

September 27th: "Spiritual Warfare"
Part I

September 29th: "Abundant Living"

P.O. Box

172 Farmington. 10 42040• 270-345-2690
Website: fa rmingtonchurch.org
Email: farmingtonchurcii@wk.net

Azaleas...all colors

$19.99

$10.00

Knock Out Roses

$26.99

$17.00

Green Lustre Holly

$19.99

$10.00

Forever Hydrangea

$34.99

$17.50

Sunimer Perennials

$7.99

$2.00

Sweetbay Magnolia

$99.00

$50.00

Red Sunset Maple

$59.99

$30.00

Weeping Cherry

$89.99

$45.00

• GIVEAWAYS • SAVINGS
• FUN FOR ALL
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Mr. and Mrs. Tim Davenport

McGraw and Clemson

Thompson and Byers

Dr. Thomas and Tami McGraw of Durham, N.C., announce the
Glen and Carol Thompson of Benton announce the engagement
of their daughter. Glenda Carol Thompson. to Gary Dead Byers, son engagement of their daughter. Elizabeth McGraw to Matthew
Clemson, son of Chris and Cindy Clemson of Munray.
of Dead and Judy Byers of Hardin.
Miss McGraw is the granddaughter of Leland and Patricia Wade
Miss Thompson is the granddaughter of Terry and Sandra
Leonard of Folsomdaie. and Ina V. and the late Elvin Thompson of of Shreveport, La., and the late Thomas and Paula McGraw of
Pensacola, Fla.
Benton.
Mr. Clemson is the grandson of the late Bill and Nancy Moyer of
Mr. Byers is the grandson of the late Frank and Wilma Dell
Parker and Grace Parker of Kirksey. and the late Carmel and Ruby Pleasant Gap. Pa. and Murray: and Frank and Donna Clemson of
Bellefonte, Pa.
Byers of Hardin.
The ande-elect is a 2007 graduate of Wake Forest University and
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 2(X)4 summit cum laude graduate of Murray State was a member of Pi Beta Phi sorority. She is employed by
University. She is employed by the Marshall County Board of Bridgestone Americas LLC. Nashville. Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Murray State University
Education.
and
a 2010 MBA graduate of Vanderbilt University. He was a memHigh
graduate
of
Marshall
County
is
a
1991
The groom-elect
Kappa Alpha fraternity and is employed by UBS
School. He is employed by Wal-Mart and is a self-employed farmer. ber of Pi
Investment Bank in New York City'. N.Y.
Ihe wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 9, 2010, at 3 p.m. at Brewers
The wedding will be Saturday. Nov. 6. 2010, at 2 p.m. at The
United Methodist Church.
Cathedral of the Incarnation in Nashville.
All relatives and friends arc invited to attend.
Only out-of-town invitations are being sent.

Kelsey Schroader and Tim Davenport were married in Bethel
United Methodist Church on July 24, 2010.
The bride is the daughter of Kelvin and Teresa Schroader.
The groom is the son of Jan Hedrick and the late Mike
Davenport.
The bride was escorted down the aisle by her father. Her gown
was custom-made of white and red satin adomed with beads and
sequins and a chapel-length train. A tiara topped her sculpted curls.
She carried a bouquet of roses crafted by her grandmother from red
bandanas anti included a handkerchief that belonged to her greatgrandmother.
The groom wore a white shirt trimmed in red bandanas.
The church and reception were decorated in a bandana theme. A
reception followed the ceremony and included a light meal.
The couple now reside in Calloway County.

Jacob's works on display in Benton

media tak:ilities—MSU TV-II and The Murray State News, before
the workshop ends at 2 p.m.
Registration for the one-day workshop is $4 per student with
advisers free. The workshop fee includes lunch. Registrations may
be faxed to the JMC department at(270)809-2390 or mailed to 114
Wilson Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071 .
For more information,contact Orville Herndon at(270)809-4491,
orville.herndon@murraystate.edu; or David Green at (270) 5567415, dav id.green Cre murraystate.edu.
Funding is from the Kentucky College Access Network with partners GEAR UP Kentucky, GEAR UP & SOAR, and the MSU
offices of regional stewardship and outreach and journalism and
mass communications.

Special to the Ledger
rile Benton Working Artists Gallery(B-WAG) will exhibit John
Jacob's Wood-Turned Bowls through Oct. 15. Jacob is a resident of
s becia p
Marshall County and a retired ph
cspeue
lathe turning of various types of wood. so'
favorite, burled knot wood. Burlet:allots fonn on trees„n
near the base and grow in a wild fashion with many interesting
„twists and turns in the grain of the wood. When machined on a wood
lathe, the wood creates beautiful bov,ls and other objects.

B-WAG has space for new artists and crafts persons to exhibit
and are seeking metal artists and painters. Call (270) 354-5004 to
begin the process to become a B-WAG Artist. B-WAG is open
rsdays and Fidays thtm. 0 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturdays from
intments are also available.
to.2 p.mp. peei
lucarai Rei
on Main Street is hosting Autumn
Jubilee Arts & Crafts Festival on the Benton Courthouse Square on
Sept. 24-25 with multiple events going on.

O

Workshop
From Page 5A
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Swift Natural Fresh, Boneless
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Frito Scoops, Cheetos,
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1
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Jason Mraz to play in Murray Sunday
Special to the Ledger
Jason Mraz will perform at 7
p.m. Sunday in Murray State
University's CFSB Center, formerly the Regional Special
Events Center. For tickets, visit
www.ticketmastercom or call 1800-745-3000.
The Atlantic recording artist
kicked off his most recent tour
on Sept. 11 at Bangor, Maine's
Bangor Waterfront and continues through early October. In
tandem with his own tour, has
also been making a series of
additional appearances, includ-

ing a Sept. 12 headline performance at the Life is Good Festival
2010 in Canton, Mass. The
Grammy Award-winning tunesmith also joined his longtime
pals Dave Matthews Band for a
pair of shows at Chicago's
Wrigley Stadium on Sept. 17
and 18.
Having spent much of the
past few months in the studio
working on his next studio
album, Mraz scheduled the
tour's itinerary as a way! of getting fans' response to some of
his new material. Moreover, the

married in Bethel

SATURDAY
MARKET

father. Her gown
d with beads and
ter sculpted curls.
idmother from red
Ted to her great-

tate News, before

per student with
Registrations may
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y. 42071.
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1etwork with partR, and the MSU
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Mraz
exclusive new mockumentary,
"Un Beau Desordre."
For more news and information, please visit www.jasonmr a z.c om.
www.facebook.conn/jasonmraz,
and www.myspacescom/jasonmraz.
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San Diego-based troubadour also setting the record for the feted with an array of other honwanted to take the opportunity longest-running song in the 52- ors, including the Songwriters
to visit a number of markets year history of Billboard's "Hot Hall of Eames esteemed Hal
missed by his previous North 100." The first song ever to top David Starlight Award. presented to gifted songwriters who are
the charts at four different pop making a significant impact in
American tour.
"Even though we performed radio formats, "I'm Yours'. the music industry with their
250 shows all around the world is the sixth best-selling digital original songs. A committed
in 2008 and 2009, I still got e- track of all time. with sales of activist as wen as an artist, Mraz
mails and Facebook messages more than 5 million downloads. was honored last year by the
Media
Fueled by the success of"I'm Environmental
from fans whose hometowns we
missed," Mraz said. "When I Yours." "Lucky." arid ''Make It Association for his impassioned
found out I had sorne time off, I Mine." "We Sing. We Dance. efforts.
Mraz's most recent release is
called up the band and said, We Steal Things" became a gen- "Jason Mraz's Beautiful Mess uine
worldwide
sensation.
It,
'Let's get to some of these
Live On Earth," a two-disc
addition to the album's platinum CD/DVD set captunng him at
places.'"
certification
in
the
US,
the
Support for most dates on the
his onstage best. performing a
trek will come from acclaimed album has received multiple wide array of his greatest hits.
Korea
platinum
certifications
in
Filmed and recorded in August
singer/songwriter - and fellow
Atlantic recording artist - (6x), France (5x), and Indonesia 2009 as Jason's blockbuster
Robert Francis. Also Christina (3x); double platinum certifica- "Gratitude Cafe Tour" hit
Chicago's Charter One Pavilion,
Perri, whose song, "Jar of tions in Australia and Canada; the collection includes a DVD Hearts," has created a national and platinum certification in directed 1:7 Darren Doane ("Em
stir, will appear on a few select Hong Kong. New Zealand, Yours,'" Lucky." as well as
Malaysia. the Netherlands. videos from such diverse artists
dates.
Morrison
and
Throughout his career, Mraz Portugal, Singapore, Thailand, as
Van
has received praise as a consum- Taiwan, Switzerland and the Shinedown)- featuring the fulllength concert, never-beforemate live performer. From his United Kingdom.
In addition to the aforemen- seen backstage footage, and the
earliest days in the coffee shops
tioned Grammys, Mraz has been
of San Diego to his recent soldat
the
out
performance
Hollywood Bowl, Mraz's live
show has always been a testament of his true musical chops.
Earlier this year, Mraz took
home Grammy Awards for both
Vocal
Male
Pop
Best
Performance for "Make It
Best
Fop
Mine"
and
Collaboration With Vocals honoring his alliance with Colbie
Caillat, "Lucky." Both track!; are
Homegrown Tomatoes, Green Beans,
featured on 2008's RIAA platCucumbers, Sweet Potatoes, Squash
inum-certified "We Sing. Vv'e
Onions, Pumpkins, Flowers & Plants,
Dance. We Steal Things."
The album's first single,"I'm
Breads, Fried Pies & Cinnamon Rolls
Yours," proved a momentous #1
smash, earning ASCAP's 201(1
EVERY WURDAY!
"Song of the Year" award at
NOW — Octobec 30th 7 00 a — Noon
their Pop Music Awards while

Photo provided
Pictured is Isaac Falwell trying his hand at weaving during the
2009 Art on the Square. The Murtay Art Guild will offer hands
on art making opportunities in weaving, watercolor, artist trading cards and more at Main Street's Saturday Market this
week. From 8 a.m. to noon, a fee free event supporting art in
the community.

Fall Fanfare Concert will be Saturday
have established a reputation for
artistic excellence. Recent highlights include a feature presentation by the Racer Marching
Band at the 2006 Bands of
National
America
Grand
Marching Band Championship,
a 2009 performance by the
Symphonic Wind Ensemble at
Center
in
Kennedy
the
Washington, D.C., and a 2010
performance by the Concert
Choir and University Chorale at
Carnegie Hall in New York City.
The Jazz Orchestra will participate in the prestigious Elmhurst
College Jazz Festival in
February of 2011, and the
Symphony Orchestra will per-

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Department of Music will present the fourth annual Fall
Fanfare Concert in Lovett
Auditorium on Saturday. Sept.
25 at 3 p.m. Tickets will be
available at the door for $5 with
proceeds to benefit music scholarships. The concert will showcase light, entertaining performances by the Syinphonic Wind
Ensemble, Concert Choir,
Chorale,
Jazz
University'
Symphony
Orchestra.
Orchestra. Racer Marching
Band. and several chamber
groups.
MSU's music ensembles

form by special invitation at
Orchestra Hall in Chicago in
March of 2011.
The Department of Music at
MSU carries one of the university's richest traditions. Music
graduates pursue careers in
music education at all levels.
performance, arts administration, composition, conducting.
music ministry. music business,
music technology and publishing. Students complete a welldesigned curriculum that provides a foundation for continuing education, advanced study.
and musical leadership throughout the region.

Arts on the Square
8 a.m. - 12:00 Noon
9-25-10
Art Activity Booths • Giant Sand Pile
Face Painting • Sidewalk Art
Free Pumpkin Decorating
"Proofs" photography exhibition
Robert O. Miller Conference Center
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

M -iliR
--El
bre,—

Vendor Info 753-7222 • Downtown Court Square

STRATEMEYER

Arts in the Region
• Playhouse in the Park will
perform "The 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee" at
7 p.m. Friday and Saturday_
The final performance will be at
2:30 p.m. Sunday. For tickets,

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
'The Kids Are Alright." starring
Annette Bening. Julianne Moore
and Mark Ruffalo Friday.
Saturday and Sunday. For
details and show times, visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org

www.playhouseinthepark.net or
call 759-1752.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International film series
presents the documentary
"Food, Inc." Thursday through
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
• Comedian Bill Engvall will
perform at 7 and 9:15 p m.
Saturday at Paducah's Carson
Center. For tickets. call (270)
450-4444 or visit www.thecarsoncenterorg.

• Gene Watson will perform at
Draffenville's Kentucky Opry at 8
p.m. Saturday. At 10'30 a m.
each Sunday, they also host
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church.
For tickets to the shows, call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.
• The Janice Mason Arl
Museum in Cadiz presents 'Art
Story," featuring
Tells
a

Personal
Finance
Company

Mayfield's Helen LaFrance and
Rascoe,
Cerulean's
Willie
through Oct. 10. Museum hours
are Tuesday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays
from 1-4 p.m.
• Singer-songwriter Richard
Buckner will perform at Murray
University's
Lovett
State
Auditorium as part of the Lovett
Live Onstage series at 8 p.m,
Saturday, Sept. 18. For tickets,
call 1-800-745-3000 or visit
www.ticketmastercom.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
753-1916 or
Teague
at
hteague@ murrayledger com.

1701 St. Rt. 121 N.
Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
12701 767-0382

—For Any Reason—
Doctor Bills • Home Improvements
Insurance • Taxes• Unexpected Expenses

$1,000
for just $51.22

$2,000
for just $89.30

$3,000

Mimi Etheridge
CSR
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DOORS OPEN @ 4:00 * SHOW STARTS @ 6:00
TICKETS $10.00 * CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE @THE BIG
APPLE CAFE & SALON X (Murray, KY),
PURCHASE FORD & APOTHECARY SHOPPE
(Mayfield, Ky),
4 RIVERS HARLEY DAVIDSON
(Paducah & Grand Rivers)
WITH LIVE PERFORMANCES BY:

We Have Money For You!

Sherene InOi‘h
Mon„

P cc). ta

JENNIFER FOX & THE PILLOWFIGHTERS
HOLLERHEAD
TREE ROLLINS BAND
www.wrik.fm
—*PLEASE NO GLASS BOTTLES*"
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
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Notice

060
Hi/4r Wanted

Help %Med

Hilldale Apartments

NOTICE
The contents of units 6. 9, 15, 26, 27 & J

now taking applications
for 1,2 & 3 bedroom

located at Hwy 299 Mini St,orage have
been abandoned and will be sold at
Auction on Sept 25. at 8:00 a.m. if payment has not been fully paid by then

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the tirst insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murrey Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
NNI it

lekrs,

1 • 294 1111\
-`l.1,1 :

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Aithough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility 'whatsoever for their
activities.

JOIN the Jasmine s
Familyi Now hinng Day
& Night shift servers.
and bartenders for
Part-time weekends
Apply in person 270761 -THAI
LPNIRN Full-time 6am2prn. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing. Mayfield KV
Hiring
tor
NOW
GameStop.
Management and parttime help. Job Fair on
Wednesday 9/29/2010
from 10am-5prn_ For
management e-mail
resume to:
courtneylow0garnestop To
rn

PECO
Lepting
reSumes*
•
• sales-careers
& othei poSitions
- Send to
BOx.36'3,
.
Mutr.!3y.
42071 '
PIZZA Pro now accept
ing applications for
inside help. Must be 18
to appiy and must work
weekends. NO PHONE
CALLS. Apply in per.
son at 605 C South
12th Street. Open 3pm
to 8:45pm daily
RESTAURANT
Manager
Needed'
Salary
Competitive
Vacations
Paid
tnsurance
E-mail resume tc
ilotoyce et yahoo com

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Leciger & Times.

Cal: 753-1916
LOST 45pound. white
male Pot-Bull, with few
black spots Last seen
9/8
on
Jones
Sparkman Rd 27°753-4896

Domestic & Childcare
DEPENDABLE
and
honest single Mom
needs work! Will do
house cleaning, windows. yard work, run
errands. sit with ill or
eiderty, house sit, walk
your dog, etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE SEEKING
HOUSES/OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502

060
Help Waled

1)18CLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger core.
..ou will he redirected
tobnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local oth
listings will appeal on
this wehsite
However. as a national
website. not all listings
the rebnetwork com
are placed through
the Murrav Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if !,,oti have any
questions regarding
the Murra area
Joh listings Thanl. you
HOME -COOKING
seeking
Restaurant
experienced, relrable.
fast pace workers
grill
dishwashers,
cooks. and waiters.
Send
Day-Shift
resumes or name and
numter to P.O. Box
oao-E
PART-TIME NP or PA.
Please mail resume to:
PO
Box
1040-F,
Munay, KY 42071

Apsdirsents Reliant I

I

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556
140
Rent to Buy
4N11OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-600,4
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigerator, electric & gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109
Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043

group

INTERNATIONAL

Maintenance

(2) Virginia House solid
maple 24- swivel bar
stools Like new 27°753-9517

No credit check. Criminal check. 3 y eat
residency required, Zero drug pol

Electrician

& Lab Tech

Call(270) 437-4113

A local manufacturing facility is looking for indlvictuals to work as a maintenance electncian
and seeking a lab technrc:an Candidates must
possess assertiveness, initiative, and have the
abrlity to multi-task, pay special attention to
details, and coordinate daily operations and
activities within or between departments Must
enforce safety and sanitation regulations

Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8• TDD 711

Maintenance/ Electncian. Must have knosvledge of PLC's and mechanical skills
Lab Tech Must have chemistry or biology
degree or 2 years expenence in related field
Excellent benefit RACkatte:
•Healin - dental - vision - supplemental
insurance
• 9 paid holidays
• 401K
•Vecation
This is a full time position with a fast growing
company
Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
leannaturker mvpgroupint.com

1

virdrvia
Britthaveri ol Ben:or currentiy accepting
applications for the following positian:
RN afternoon shift Monday - Fhday.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package_ Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Bntthaven of Benton ts cunently
accepting applications for a tuft-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazer
Trend-Nand
Treasures. Free gilts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 27°753-4161
FOR SALE
Slabs & Sawdust
270-293-9063
JUST IN TIME FOR
FALL GOLF' 2004
Battery
EZGO
Powered Golf Cart_ UK
Blue.
$2,000.
Interested? Call 27°227-0047
Buying & Selling
old U S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves
quarters, dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray

150

Arlicles
For Sale

INC

WASHER & dryer
lstackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 13).
real estate lots Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546

LARGE
SELECTIOIN
USED APPLIAiNcES
weiRD-EUCIPIIS
605 E South 12th.S,

(270)753-.1713

JOHN Deere 4640
cab.
air.
ractor,
20.8x38
duals. 2
remotes. $15,900. 731446-3311

1BR. mice reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
2BR 1BA Duplex
CHVAC, all appliances, trash. quiet
safe neighborhood
$475/mo, 1 month
secunty, no pets
(270)519-.4831
2BR duplex No pets.
753-0259
2BR. 1BA, water &
included,
trash
270-719$425rmo.
1 654.
2BR, 2BA Duplex.
Patio. extra storage
building. walk-in closet,
pets on approval, all
appliances. $620/rno
$620/deposit. Shroat
Developers. 270-7533018. leave message
4BR, C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
ist Fuir Mo Rent Free
Callouay Garden
Essex Dott
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
I RR & 2RR Apt,
27e-753-8556
TDD 14300-545-I$33
Ext. 210
Equal opportunity.

tit

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550imo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/HA, W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2BR. duplex with
carport. No pets 270227-7414
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Ages
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electnc.
$60Ormo plus deposit
270-492-3211

1 & 4BR Houses
Deposit
Lease
&
Required
270-7534109
1BR 1604 Miller $250
1BR 1606 Miller $350
Large 3BR furnished.
utilities paid. 1606
Miller $900
270-519-2699
3BR, carport. fenced
backyard,
storage.
shade, patio, no pets.
270-293$685/mo.
6070
House/Duplex in
Murray For Rent. $375
moeth plus utilities. No
Pets
Call 270-978-7382
2BR, 1 BA.
NICE
C/H/A, 3 acres. pnvate
settrng, 3 mi. from
Murray. $500/mo. Pets
OK. 227-0430.
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 3BR. 2BA. with
sun-room. 2300sq11 3
aces overlooking KY
Lake_ More info go to
www harniinlakeretreat corr
or 436-5091. Leave
message
Storage Rentart
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

Hanes For Reel
NICE 16X80. 2BR.
2BA. all appliances
furnished 011 private lot
close to town & school
$450/mo + deposit
753-7930 or 293-1761
NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and depose
required 753-4109

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
2461 W. FORK RD
Off 641N, Tum West
on 464, Stop Sign
rum Right. 7fh House

on left
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-6:00
SUNDAY
7.00-2:00
roc Much
To Mentron'

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121S. & laendek
IOW S25 107(15 $40
i270) 436-2524
(2701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
ensode climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commencel Prop. For Rent
2 bay shop with drain
office and bathroom
Maple St $375/mo

YARD SALE
308 IRVAN ST
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
pram). washer &
dryer, many tools.
horse drawn plantei
mowing machine
chain saw, power
hack saw. genarator
will work in camper
or motor home,
table. composter,
12" wood planer,
dishes

North
12th
308
1,000sqft Now Cherry
Tree Available October
1st $750/mo 270-7539212

GARAGE SALE
4015 MURRAY
PARIS ROAD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Rain or Shine
lamps. lanterns.
bikes, lods toys,
magazine rack.
some dishes.
much rnore
not listed

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
+;5000
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
puppies
Shih-Tzu
AKC,
CKC
male,female
$300
$350 270-251-031C
evenings
Jack
Yorkie-Poo
Russell puppy. Male.
4/mo, has all shots
house broken, $75
270-873-8048
400
Yard Sale

HUGE
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1416 OAKHILL DR
CAMPBELL ESTATES
SATURDAY
7:00-7
T.V.'s, furniture,
women's clothes
(0-plus), rnens
clothes, baby items.
100S of decor items,
Must See to Believe!
Huge-Huge-Huge!

5-PARTY HUGE
YARD SALE
1506 HENRY ST
FRIDAY 4:30-?
SATURDAY
8:00-2:00
Lots of Furniture,
Clothes. Girls
toddler clothes.
Something for
Everyone,

YARD SALE
EARL COURT
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
8:00-?
girl (2t-81 nice new
with tags. teen boy &
girl (Abercrombie &
Hollister) clothes,
Acrosonic piano w
bench S25 fabnc,
table & chairs,
wns xxl, toys.
piceires lamps

1/-1 J....14,4..1'c

tro

your .itighe

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

HUGE
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
7433 ST RT. 94W
Lynn Grove
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Cribs, Clothes.
Media, Toys. Tents.
Everything
Must Go!

OLD PARK
FRIDAY

Books Children
and Adult Clothes
Glass Mowes
Misc
Lots of Stuff
Cheapt
430
Real Estate

511TFILL 1,14, 5 1,5. I .11,
11,5,11•K

Nott...

,
.1
11.1'1.15 Lit 15,1,1i
tl,tt•ott.11 ..t1 t5t1

Behind Murray Business Center

7:00-1:00

753-2905 i

81

• 68 1.2
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Jac* ti
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Or F in
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•

1.1.• 5,551 tit-At -5,450E1

tracrai
11c

aioupl ant

5'111 RnotA
3.1,015•Ing for 1,11451,114 ,
1 516.-h

IL not in tiolatkm thi, la, Ail
firrii.on. are hen+, inlotrned
that all dwelling. ativertiwd
ava,lahle on 311 equal in-orb]
mtv
FOr tUrtht't a.v.tance with 1-,11,
liou.ing Ad\ ertrAni;
111e1115 coniad NA.A Coon./ 1
11'11:nr4s.1001,
Rene r

MOVING SALE
1243 GRAHAM ROAD
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7:00-1:00
No Early Sales
Antique trunk. tobacco knives & spikes garden
tools, skill saw, frog collection, Christmas decor
books. encyclopedias golf clubs, fishing
equipment, plastic shelves. single mattress.
computer monitor. printer. small TV. coolers,
tents, portable heater, PvC wilting frame.
microwaves, entertainment center, vacuum
cleaners pressure canner, lawn chairs. irons
typewriter and much more
This is the Grand Finale!

GET INTO

140:1

4141kit44.1
Subscrthefin.all your hometown football action'

LEDGER&TiNIES
Home Delivery
I
Local Mail
3 me.
$30.00
$35.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3mo.
$63.00
I yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
$110.00
I yr.
Rest of KY/TN
go. h.!" tr.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
$96.1)0
6 MO.
1145.00
I
.

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$70.50
- $90.00
$120.00

Check

Money Order

Visa

I St Address
I .
City
I State

CIRCLE

Zip_

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon v.-1th payment to

SATURDAY
1
1
1

Sal
114

op.

Name

187 OAKWOOD

• SAIL
•

7:00-7

SUBSCRIBE

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

10 X 10 and 10X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

For mor

nb01
eft-Hong
n thr
or real ei.late KIMA 011 task, in

TRAVELING PANTS
CONSIGNMENT
Fall Kick Off Sale!
1701 N. 12th ST
270-753-5007
50*. OFF
THURS SAT
9:00-5:00
Fall & Winter
Clothing
Some exdustons apply
Follow "Traveling
Pants" on FB

YARD SALE

Not rev;

YARD SALE

MURRAY

ifore
'IDWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA. nice country
setting on 9, acres.
$4.950 down $695/mo.
Hardin. 615-397-3171
2BR & Lot. $12,900
270-753-6012

LIMITED Use
ShopiStorage. 19 x49
block building, electric
only. clean and dry
intenor Downtown
Murray. $250/month
Call 270-753-4059

VISA
aim=

.Antiquc
piano he
cabinet.
desk. tat
round di
hide-a-b
night Ma
framed r
e rs. doul
mit: taint
shelx es.
pitcher
"yuan- t
& bou I,
glass &
machine
bo es 11

Murra3. Ledger & Times
P.0 Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

Murra) Ledger & I

Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

•

• Hardware Store Auction

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER

25, 10:00 AM
of General
flardware Busfnee,

Complete Ltquodalloo

Conceptis SudoKti
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Non.10arn
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YARD SALE
EARL COURT
FRIDAY 8
SATURDAY
8:00-?
prl (2t-8) nice new
ith tags. teen boy &
lid (Abercrombie &
Hollister) clothes,
krosonic piano w/
bench $25, fabnc,
table & chairs,
wns xxl, toys.
whims. lamps
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SPECIAL NOTE All Items need to
PM . Sunday following
Packing Materiels

by 2 00

530
Services Offered

Bring

TERMS

DAN MILLER (270)435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

trET^o7'•
.`4V
1 ,4* `,' s4, r .1,-, IL, , Hove,,
{ P,
11111f
,
AN,ROWE r,NO,ItiOWN TO AUCTION COMPANY
^:EEDS RANK E TE R OF cREOrr FOR AMOUNT OF
r"URCHASE OF MADE TO ED STALL INGS AUCTION
SERVICE

ed stallings

.
ABSOLUTE EQUIPMENT x. TOOL
AUCTION -THE JAMES ADAIR ESTATE

arstrawarr

auction serylc,

• SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 25TH —10:00AM
•
•
80 ADAIR LANE,CALVERT CITY, KY
Pd'•6,,iy
DIRffel?V'Pe TI,1104 N,-,41,
• cqR.Ec

FRIDAY
7:00-7

Ada,' UP Sqns Po:Jed *
Ler!
r 7 Mdr,
68 1.2
gourarnent 5ft Rush Hog 611 FInsh Mower Woods Finish Mower Ford •
* 3Pt Post Hoie Digger 2 Bottom Plow 1 Row Plow Ott Disc G,acler Blade 2
* Old Cultivators PIC/Wood Splitter 2 500gal Fuel Tanks WStands 2 Tank *
Stands ri Traders Military 'hailer Ya•il Reiter Yard Trader Tiller 2 Push
*
Tne Sbbp Press Brake Drum Lathe Large
Mowers laMII Tool,:
Compressor 25C Arno AC, DC weide, 2 Se% Of Cutting Torches Pallet *
; Jack 1HP Floor Mode Duo Press 12 Speed Floor Model Drill Press Large
* Winch Fork Lft Ennis Moto, Stand Small T9019; Porta Band Saw Bench *
Vise. 3 Bench Grinders 2 Side Grulde,s Sheet Metal Cutter knpaci Wrench
* Large Dnil 12,n Chop Saw Etectric Chain Flo,st 2 Electric Chain Saws. Pioe *
* Thread Di s Rigid Pipe Dies Reamers & Cutter Pipe Benders 2 Rigid Pipe i!
•
* Vise Stands Tool Bores Snap On P.oll Around Tool Box Craftsman Roe ;
•
Around Tont Bo. Machin,:,,s, Chest laps & Dies Sockets Wrenches
*
Screwdrivers POWS Hammers Jacks C -clamps Grease Guns Boomer,
Chokers Load Binders Y,ses Welding Rods Pipe Wrenches Chars Cat,i *
Hitches. Receivers & Balls Shovels Rakes Hoes Garden Tools Chords *
Drills & More' MISC.: 2 24ft Aiurn Walk Boards. Scaffolds Used Metal Roof* ing. Lg
Scrap Pipe Scrap Metal lreated Timbers Double Tubs House *
1.1 Trailer Steps 8ft Alum Studs Outboard Motor Chrysler Parts Cabinet LOIS
•
•
01 EirreWOOd 2 10ft I-Bearns Sheet Metal Elettnc Motors. Trailer Tires
* Ladders Wooden Pulleys Platform Feed Store Scales She/vine & More'
r,
L
*
,rwIr
Nppros,
sl
Pronir.o.
t,o
mebailt.
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tIrwi k:.
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Books Children
nd Adult Clothes
Glass Movies
Misc
Lots of Stuff
Cheap'
430
Real Estate

I air
No1o,

nil
la.
I SC% hanik,ip
nursnal ongin Of int.",

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure,Washing
Houses. Patios &Decks. Sidewalks &
Driveways Viny1,
'
Fences &
Call 70CMy For A
Free Estimate'
270-562-2228

ily

AUSTIN:AUCTION SERVICE270-705-4859
11ST ST. RT. 97MATFIELD,KT
RALPH AUSTIN,OWNER AUCTIONIEER -1.1c. P2171
www.austinauctionsereice.com

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, October 9th 2010 CO 10:00 AM
1144 & 1164 Highland Rd. Murray, KY 42071

1.1re,e,,,
w• \I I •

ase
TRACT 1

:!-TRACT 2

ALE
A ROAD
AY 7:00-1:00

.81es
es & spikes garden
sn, Christmas decor
tolf dubs, fishing
s single mattress.
small TV coolers,
VC quilting frame.
nt center, vacuurn
, lawn chairs. irons
uch more
id Finale!

REAL ESTATE nrAOTS

lr iii i • 1144

,,„ TRACT 3
eiohiand rinad

From Murray, KY ;,,,r .
East 11 , Miles lo Hogli0v.
Ild PrOceed lo Airetwn CI,
Ssqns Posted,
'
4,000 SO. FT.
4 BEDROOM 3 BATH
BRICK HOME,
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
HOME,40'x100'
SHOP & 38.879 ACRES IN 5 TRACTS
& COMBINATIONS!

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
petsons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

0 BRYAN TREE

& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Re,Estate int, rel AI ', iie Ay :.
RFA, l-STATI 'FIRMS

4.1 ,41 -.0I11,1r, P. -' N. 11 1, •, $,

'n

EXCELLENT CALLOWAY COUNTY PROPERTY, MARKETABLE
TIMBER' GREAT DEER & TURKEY HUNTING GROUND'
f.5 MILES TO KENTUCK TY LAKE! HIKING & BIKING TRAIL'
VISIT HARRISALICT1ONS.COM FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS!

- AISOLUTE REAL ESTFITE AUCTION
Saturday, October 9th 2010 t" 10:00 AM
Ledbetter Rd., Murray, Kentucky 42071

me.
$350)
$63d0
me.
yr...............$110.00

)r,41,,r,.,i.
' SIII,'

-

Tract 7
.
REAL ESTATE TRACTS - Tract 6*
Peal [staff, Sell, At'u ilti AM
Auntior 8,1(1 At 1144 ti,ohland Pit Murray KY 42071
REAL ESTAIL TEEMS

M/('

WiRIIIIS Itrlii-s-riaTNE
DOE WNW 0811111011ECERWIN 01.15402 seats
MN:1M MA&001.0111111.121-• TT 14137
IMOMMINIMII,WIIIIIIIMION
1118101111111,11111111111MINMINIIIIIN
'MS St. Nt. 43 Nor*.0. ,, TAT sZerie
KV 412.to
at0166Pitialsobset•

__ Zip

-

-

•

-

II!
— -wee.harrisauctions.com
A UM*0 Land Maltegall
'Four Pnilismeml Aucamosers"

T
-f!)
_

• SOO-. 80-4

th payment to

r & Times
1040
Y 42071
T53-1916

1-.8q44
•
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming

I

18

FREE
PICK UP

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

liomss For Sale
liMil

Nt
\(.1\11 \T
1-270-227-0587
3BR, IBA. with large All carpentry construc• seek!) Az Tem! pickups
tion Additions. remodshop North of Money
• locally ,ni,ricdioixrated
eling. sagging rotten
753-0531
759-1131 • 293-2783
floors. decks. home &
293-2784
mobile home repair.
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
Larry Nimmo
2 Car garage. Custom
753-2353
Pam i I Ion(
home
in
Brick
Nlitrble
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
YOUR AD
Floors.
Hardwood
.3301 St. is 1.21N.
COULD BE
Formal dining. custom
753-0087
HERE FOR
cabinets, open floor
Islet Sturdrwl, • 241472,2
$75.00
ONLY
plan with lots of natural
Displai, now's:I:004N
A MONTH
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living Call for your
CALL 753-1916
private showing 270
Ftandymon Work
753-2905.
Hill Electrie Odd Jobs. Repairs,
e I9S6
Home. Auto.
24 *OUR SERVICE
Nevi. 24
PIUmbihrg Darcimitry..
Be.. Cum & Ind
Bedroom homes in
Light Electrical - ,
I teensed & Insured
Yards,. &
Rivertield Estates.
II
Much More
.
SRC; Real Property
753-9562
No Job foo Small '
Profecsionals
Jacob
293-7872
A-1 Lamb's
. 179-9M-0278
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
l4f
ADAMS Home
Motorcycles ATV's
- Insured Reliable
Improvement
- & Deptskiabhe .
Addittons, Remodem]g
2004 Honda Rancher
Flee Estwiates
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
$2,200. 270-293-0079
Free Stump Flernovai
Laminate
Floors,
Cell 270,293:4489
Repairs. workers comp
Horne 2,n-437 Vr1,1
1121111Used Cars
Insured.
Simmon's Handyman
227-2617
& Carpentry Servrce
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Over 25 years Cap
SERVICE
PARTS
Don Murray area
(270) 293-8726 OR
519-8570
759-5534
We Finance
Chuck Van Buren
LAWN Care Service
hollandmotorsales com
rates.
ANDRUS Excavating Reasonable
270-753-4461
starting at $15 270and Septic Systems
270-9782005 Camry LE, black
Dozer. back hoe. and 753-2405
2441
58.000 actual miles
wotk
track
hoe
tiowner. new Michelin
Installation and repair
tires $10.500 270on septic systems.
293-0226
Now offering septic
tank pumping Maior
500
credit cards accepted_
Used Truett'
978-0404
*Commercial &
Residential
2003 GMC extended
•ASphalt Installation
cab. white. 84.000
& Maintenance
miles. 2VVD. no aci
40 yrs experience
Paving. Sealemating
dents. $11,900. 29.,
& Hauling
6430
(270)759-0501
TON'1 IR AN IS
2002 Chevy Silverado
2500 HD Duramax,
1..70-753-22'79
To place a Crew-Cab. 4x4. tow
LON
classifieri
package.
$10.500 DONERITE
080. Call 270-293- STRUCTION. For all
3512
your home improvead• are
ment needs Painting.
po.ted
Carpentry.
Roofing.
work
with
Quality
affordable prices All
YEARRY'S
Tree
guaranteed
work
05 Chevrolet motor
Sersice
Free esti28v,s ,
,xp Please call
home 32-ft sleeps 8
mates Phone 436Mike 731-642-3565
11 000 mties perfect
2562 227 0267
731-514-1946
condition 293-1231

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Check us out on the Web!

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree vvork

DIK1 %%ALL REPAIR.
PAINTING &
I IGHT t'
TM
FREE
EST1MATE.S

(1701873-9916

ML Garage Doors
Installation,
repair.
maintenance on doors
and operators 270
293-2357
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp 2938814

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 24. 2010:

753-1816 T27-0611

530
Services Offered

a

•

VVard
27(1-753,1713

(270)925-5387

270-293-5624
1414
Oakhill
Dr
Estates
Campbell
145x175ft perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 27°978-0876

ALL BRANDS

Horoscope

TRAVI,S
AS:PHALT

A V

46.707 ACRES IN 2 TRACTS 8 COMBINATIONS!

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
mo.
575.00
mo......... S96,00

1406 Chaucer
Spring Creek Oaks
FSBO 3-4BR. 2BA $238.000
759-4583 or 293-0523

ROOFING Licensed
insuted
and fully
Adam s
Home
improvement
2'0-227-2617

Appliance
Repair

(270)873-2098

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

I a, l I

.

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
+light Review
*Discovery Flight

1

Nigh, for i, e•

town football lion'

LEARN TO FLY

Satisfaction tuarantee

1,- ,)

Visa
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Antiqu..
hunk
oak taine
oal..liest to ill...over,
.
piano bench. be% eled mirror
oak frame. cherr.v hutch. rust curio
cabinet. hall cabinet w/ mirror. breakfast table w. ronmea top.
desk. odd chairs. bookshelves. antique walnut cane bottom chairs.
round dining table. 2 steamer trunks. cedar chest, wicker love seat.
hide-a-bed. couch. recliners. Wurlitizer piano and bench. oval
night stand. singe! electric sew ing machine. sewing box stool. old
framed pictures. antique maple rocker chair. several chest of drawers. double bed. antique. Illagi1/111C stand. old ashtray stand. electric lamps. kerosene lamps. stereo. 2 metal storage r.•abinets. metal
shelses. oak chair. wood folding chairs. radio v.1 wood cabinet.
pitcher and saucer "I•riesco 148sr red flower pattern. hos of
"yuan- dishes England R Rnegeon... blue " wood & son" pitcher
gold trim, old porch swing. some old
& howl. ceramic bowl
glass & china. 2 exercises machines, scroll SIM. canning Jars. bread
machine. copper boiler. some tool...porcelain top stand. iarge lot of
boxes we has en't seen.

— Fri 10 arn

—

SUDOKU

A M

At Mr. Richmond Beam home 4391 Brooks Chapel Rd..
Dexter. KY. From Murray take Hwy 641 North to Hwy
1346 Roosevelt Rd. Go approx 1.7 miles to Brooks
Chapel Rd. See auction signs.

ILINES

thursda). September 2.1. 2fiiii • .1t1

3 CRETE. LLC
Cers:rete Repair
No job too small

270-293-7971
www 3cretellc corn

by Jacqueline Bigar

This year. you see life from% a renewed perspective. Probably. you
will become more willing to flow in a different direction.
Understanding evolves between you and others as you learn to listen
better than in the past. If you are single, many people could present
themselves as a potential suitor. but it might not work or be the right
person. The smart Libra will play the ficld until he or she is sure. If
you are attached. be a silent partner this year and let your significant •
other feel freer and more loved. ARIES tests yout limits.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Aserage, 2-So-so: I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Determination sometimes comes off as being rigid. You blow
through misunderstandings in order to achieve your desired results
Verify with an associate that you are on the same page Tonight: Put
your feet up.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
** Much that occurs could make you feel uncomfortable

You often
feel pressured by a situation that makes you ill at ease. When you
cari laugh, others will relax. Still, you might not have the flex to
behave that easily. Tonight: Get some extra R and R. YOU are going
to need it
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to approach a friendship or meeting in a different way. You quickly discover that many of y011f past assumptions
could have been off. Stop and regroup. Take advantage of the
upcoming weekend. Tonight. Find your friends
CANCE11(June 21-July 22)
**** Knowing full well what you want can help you direct your
energy. or at least use it appropriately Confirm meetings and pick
and choose your words. Decide to take nothing personally. as ihe
potential for a misunderstanding is high. Tonight. Could be late'
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your mind takes the lead, even over impulsiveness, though
the two could merge. Pull yourself out of the here and now. and you
will make excellent and supportive decisions Be willing to forge a
new path. Tonight: Think "distant drummer."
vIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A key person in your life might be a bit demanding, wanting
exactly what he or she thinks should happen. What does it really hurt
to go along for the ride at least for the day? Make sure that on some
level you communicate that you are giving this person's idea a try: it
is not a commitment_ Tonight: Munchies while visiting with a pal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Others have strong opinions, but is this really new? Simply kick
back and enjoy yourself. If you see a matter differently from many
people in your circle, keep testing it for now. Remain open_ Dorrt
overreact to another person's feelings. Tonight: Say ''yes" to an invitation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Instigate change rather than cause yourself a problem. If you
see a matter differently. be aware that others are simply demanding
-- for now. Give these people the time to see the net results of their
ideas. Tonight: Make it early.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Seize the moment. and get out of work or plans as soon as
possible. You might be silly to some but intuitive to otheis Make hay
while you can, which might look like working harder next week. Be
careful with a touchy parent or boss. Tonight- You can look at a situation in a new light.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might want to rethink a project more carefully than in the
past. You can buy yourself time, especially if it means preventing an
error. You might not have all your facts just yet. Tonight: Order in.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to communicate gets down to the essence of
the moment. You might wonder which way is best. Since you are not
getting all the facts. it could be close to impossible to make a decision. Tonight: Flirt till your heart's content_

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Be aware of the costs of certain

negotiations If you are not
comfortable. nothing will work. Trust your inner voice. especially if
you believe someone isn t getting your message Tonight. Say "yes"
and only "yes."
BORN TODAY
Actor Anthony Newley (1931)
''•
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at wwwiacquetinebigarcom.
re) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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If you are a NEVVCC_IMER to
Murray/Calloway Cc:iunty

Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9216

, COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
\__ maul* la
aL. /
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
___..,
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
businesses and professional people It's their way cf
(‘..,
saying "VVe are glad you hayed moved tc
Murray-Calloway County We hare beer, welcomtng NIFINCOMIURS
.Inee /946 4/1t105/ 60 years'

COMICS/ FEATURES

4B • Thursday, September 23, 2010

Department,. will he held Sunday. Sept 22.1
Forty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Steele and Deputies Calton Morgan and Maunce Wilson with the
aid ot Kentucky State Troopers
Guy Turner and Ins Crawford,
made a raid at a home in Calloway County and confiscated 657
cans and bottles of beer arid seven
1/2 pints of whiskey'.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs Williams
Vance.
Two major projects representing more than 55 million in construction on the Murray' State University campus. a general classroom and a women's residence.
will be completed in mid-October.
Fifty years ago
Kentucky. Goverior Ben R.
Combs spoke Sept. 22 at Murray
State University and also at a
meeting of Murray' Rotary Club.
He was introduced at both events
by Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
Elected as officers of Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association at its organizational meeting were Fred Gingles. Dock J.
Miller, Mattie S. Trousdale and
Leslie K. Putnam.
Bill Phillips is serving as minister of the Green Plain Church
of Christ.
Sixty years ago
Published is a picture of
William Barnett holding the meteor fragment that fell on the farm
of his father, E.C. Barnett. near
Pottertown on Sept 20. The meteor fragment weighs about 10
pounds and is seven inches in diameter.
Betty' Thurman Stewart. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman. has been named as a majorette
with Murray State College Band.
Officers of the Almo High
School Parent-Teacher Association
are Mrs. Goebel Roberts. Mrs.
Newman Grogan and Mrs. Ray
Ross.

DEAR ABB1: A, the mother of a child with special needs,
my heart goes out to •Boiling
Mad in NC1A Jersey' tJuly 231
My daughter,
"Kate,"
is
also stared at
in public. I.
too, used to
bnstle at the
unwanted
attention.
until I began
to open up
and talk with
people
I
found most of
them to be
By Abigail
compassionVan Buren
ate and merely curious. Sometimes seeing Kate
triggered their memory of a loved
one who was affected by' similar challenge.
As often as I can. 1 take the
time to do mini -public service
announcements" and chat with
folks who linger, look or approach.
It's a great w.ay to build a bndge
between disabled individuals. who
have much to teach, and the nondisabled, who have much to learn.
The kids are my favorites. They'll
openly ask what every.one wants
to know and say what others are
afraid to risk saying.
Kate is 16 nov(.. beautiful inside
and out. She's pure, loves unconditionally and always forgives.
She's our teacher. Please tell "Boiling Mad" that time heals some
of the rawness of a fresh diagnosis, and if she'll try to find
the best in others, she'll usually'
be right. -- HAPPIER NOW IN
WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR HAPPIER: Thank you
for your insightful letter. You are
among many readers vvho shared
similar views on transforming a
"staring v-ession" into a positive
opportunity. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I worked with
special-needs children for a numbet of years. I actually. believe

Dear Abby

that it is good when people stare.
It gives us a chance to help the
child learn social skills.
Would "Boiling Mad" prefer
everyone pretend her son doesn't exist' Ho% horrible to Ise,late him like that_ It'll make him
miserable. The people looking
aren't mean. they're just humau
Children like to be looked at
makes them feel important.
Her precious little boy doe,
n't have only disabilities. He has
abilities. too. and developing them
should be the focus of ever.
activ ity. she does with him. She !!
be amazed at and proud of EH
growth.
-KATHY
Ills
KNOXVIL'_.E.
DEAR ABBY: My child ha,
moderate autism spectrum disor
der. Although he looks like everyone else. his extreme behavior •
brings stares and comments(mostly about my parenting). I now
regard it as an opportunity to
educate them about autism. I hand
them a card explaining it that
contains a link to the Autism
Society of America.
This tactic. rather than ignormg people. is the way. to go. If
more people educated others, the
stares and rude comments would
bec,ome smiles and support. -- JON
IN BEAVERCREEK, OHIO
DEAR ABBY: I'm one of
those folks who "stare" at orhers. By. no means is there ever
a bad intent. I'm a people-watcher. I love watching people communicate in different ways, like
signing. Whether someone is in
a wheelchair or has a visible disability. I value each and every
person.
Maybe "Boiling Mad" doesn't
understand that many of us are
willing to reach out. lend a hand
or just be friendly. I wish to
embrace, not ignore. and I hope
my behavior isn't perceived to
be offensive. -- WELL-MEANING AND OPEN

Today In Nistorg
had entered Little Rock Central
High School in Arkansas were
forced to withdraw because of a
white mob outside.
In 2001. i3 coal miners were
killed in explosions at the Blue
Creek Mine No. 5 in Brookwood.

British.
In 1806, the Lewis and Clark
expedition returned to St. Louis
more than two years after setting
out for the Pacific Northwest.
In 1939. Sigmund Freud (froycli,
the founder of psychoanalysis, died
in London at age 83.
In 1952. Sen. Richard M. Nixon.
R-Calif, salv.aged his vice-presidential notnination by delivering
the "Checkers" speech, in which
he defended himself against allegations of improper campaign
fundraising.
In 1957, nine black students who

Five years ago: Hurricane Rita.
down to Category 3. steamed
toward refinery towns along the
Texas-Louisiana coast, creating
havoc even before it arrived: levee
breaks caused new flooding in
New Orleans, and 23 people were
killed.
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Up or
Down?
Dear
Heloise: In a
recent
column in The
Fayetteville
( N . C . I
Observer. you
published a
hint (from a
reader -- Heloise) about putting
sharp knives together in the same
bin in the dishwasher silverware
holder. tips up. You said they.
should go TIPS DOWN "as a
safety precaution.'
The whole point is that the
knives are tips UP because they'll
get cleaner. and they are all together in one place so that they.
WON'T accidentally stick anyone. I've been doing the same
thing for years. using the silverware compartment farthest to the
back. When I put knives tips
down, the tips often got broken
off or bent. Fork tines also can
get bent. and they certainly do
not get as clean as when they
are placed business ends up. -A.D.. Fayetteville. N.C.
Many people do this even
though the manufacturer's manual clearly states to place sharp

HeMse
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youn GOING

LOOK, HOW ABOUT
GET YOU AN PHONE?
WOULP THAT HELP?
MY OWN
PHONE,
REALLY?

GOH, I NEVER
)TWOUGHT OF IT
THAT WAY.
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Cartoonist Al and kin
Some hits
Snowy wader
Camp craft
Renter's paper
Victim of Cortes
Knock over
Sandy sound
Wield
In shape
Navy builder
Jason's ship
Drops off
Paris airport
Strike out
Apt. units
Kayo count
Rage
Song-writer Neil
Desk fixture
Senors squiggle
Traded
Little hooter
Friend of D'Artagnan
Stands

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
25
27
31
33

Animation frame
History bit
Slapstick stunts
Cuban coin
Treeless plains
Like snakes
Take it easy
Crumb carrier
"The Gold-Bug" writer
Short time
Petitioned
Concerning
Prepare for another war
Sky-diving acts
"— kick out of you"
Drank to excess
Writer Nellie
Everything
Capitol worker
College books
Fly alone

6
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
41
42
43
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THI5 LITTLE OFFICE
ACCESSORY PUTS ME IN THE
GAME FOR A FRACTION
THE
C051- Gt: A REAL 4E05E7.

objects such as knives. forks or
skewers point down, handle up.
It's certainly your choice, however you want to place them. If
there are children or even curious pets in the household, I vote
for safety imd say points down.
Heloise
GREEN HINT
Dear Heloise: I used to throw
away empty candle jars. until I
needed a container for hamburger drippings. I couldn't find an
empty pickle jar or coffee can,
and I looked at the empty candle jar I was going to throw out.
I used it, and it was perfect,
because it was used to the heat
from a burning candle. W'hen it
was full, I put the lid on and
simply tossed it in the garbage!
-- Alexia Conger, Henderson, Nev.
VINEGAR TO THE RESCUE
Dear Heloise: I wanted to let
you know what wonderful results
1 got cleaning calcium deposits
out of my teakettle with vinegar.
It was very thick and appeared
hopeless, but after numerous treatments, it's totally clean. I purchased
this kettle as an antique. and I
didn't know if it could be cleaned.
It's now like new. Thanks for the
hint. -- Helen Payne, Fort Worth.
Texas

34
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37
39
40
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Dr. Gott

action Good luck.
DEAR DR. GOTT: have been
plagued for years by. an incurable
skin condition I am told is called
prungo nodulans. Nottung
helped in clearing it up. :uid it has
been active for more than two
years. 1 have tried a sunlight box
and a tanning bed. as well cortisone injections, medical cortisone
tape and creams -- both over-thecounter and prescription. All seem
to help only a little
Do you have any idea as to how 1
can get nd of this or at least keep it
under control' I eat healthy' and
take vitamins.
I am 22 years past breast cancer
diagnosed at the age of 32. 1 had
nine rounds of chemotherar,
took tarnoxifen for
'
divorced in 2006 at,,,
discord.
Un-_
marriage of much
stressed, as I was a homemaker at,1
never worked. I face a mortgage
and a pile of bills and am trying to
find a job. I haven•t worked in two
years, my unemployment ran out
several months ago. and 1 hav.e a
pile of bills and no health insurance. It's difficult to maintain my.
sanity under all the stress.
DEAR READER: Prurigo nodularis resembles multiple soybeansized nodules on the slun, particularly. the legs and thighs of women.
While the urge to scratch is overwhelming. repetitive touching
results in plaque buildup and hyperkeratosis (thickening of the skint.
Therefore. covenng, wrapping or
avoiding touching the nodules is
extremely important. Anxiety exacerbates the symptoms.
Current available treatments only'
provide mild to moderate improvement of the condition_ Capa_sicin
cre-am applied four to six times a
day.. vitamin D3. antihistamines,
dapsone. gabapentin, cryotherapy.
and topical anesthetics might be
options. Thalidomide appears the
drug of choice at this stage, but it
was a horror drug in the 1960s that
can cause peripheral neuropathy
and I can't endorse it without further research.

Helen. so glad you tried good
ol' vinegar! For those who w.ant
to know how to clean a teaket
tle. fill it with full-strength vinegar. let boil for 20-30 minute,.
then let it ccol down Scrape the
bottom of the kettle with a wooden spoon to remove as much of
the icky stuff as possible. 'That',
all there is to it! It is truly auto/ Mg the things vinegar will clean '
Want some more great ways tc
use it? All you have to do 1,
send $5 and a long, self-addressed
stamped (61 cents) envelope to
lieloiseNinegar, P.O. Box 795001 .
San Antonio, TX 78279-5001.
Vinegar is a green cleaner. and
is cheap to buy, too! Do you
have a decanter with hard-water
stains? Pour in enough full-strengt
warm to hot vinegar io cover the
stains. Let the decanter sit for
several hours or overnight, then
scrub. and the deposits should flak,
right off' -- Heloise
Seod a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or e-mail it to
HeloiseIatdieloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column

Crosswords

I 1

YOU MEAN YOUP WEAR A MlNI
STAPLER ON YOUR EAR JUST
TO LOOK LIKE YOU HAVE
A SLUETOOTH HEADSET?

DEAR DR. GOTT: About I s
years ago, 1 fractured my humerus
in multiple places The fracture was
cast only end did not heal properly.
If you run y.our finger up my arm,
you can feel where the hones are
misaligned.
I have always had pain in this
arm, but for
the past five
or st) yeals. I
have
had
numbness in
my hand that
getting
worse. Within
the past year.
I've had sharp
pains in my
forearm.
almost like
someone is
By
splitting the
Dr. Peter Gott bone in two.
concerned that if 1 mention this to my
PCP. he will just want to prescfibe
me a painkiller and send me on my
way, possibly labeling me a drug
seeker.
What kind of treatment is available for something like this? I don't
want painkillers.
DEAR READER: I'm no( sure
why you didn't have a pin in your
arm if you broke it in multiple
places, but I'm sure that your orthopedist had his or her reasons for
simply casting it. Without review.ing the X-rays. there is no way of
telling how severe the fractures
WeIC.
Y011 appear to be levelheaded. I
cannot believe that if you present
the facts as you did to me in your
bnef letter that painkillers would be
prescribed. While you may expefience pain and would like relief. the
pnrrie concern is to detemune why
you have the numbness. You should
be followed by. an orthopedic specialist to avoid further progression
of whatever is going on. An X-ray
can determine bone alignment and
see whether there is nerve impingement. Only then can your doctor
plan an appropriate course of
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Hints From Nelolso

By The Associated Press
Today. is Thursday, Sept. 23,
the 266th day. of 2010. There are
99 days left in the year. Today's
Highlight in History:
On Sept. 23. 1846. Neptune
was identified as a planet by German astronomer Johann Gottfried
Galle
On this date:
In 63 B.C., Caesar Augustus.
the first Roman emperor, was born.
In 1780. British spy. John Andre
was captured along with papers
revealing Benedict Arnold's plot
to surrender West Point to the
ES A Et

13-year-old fracture
causes problems

Special-needs kids build
bridges of understanding

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a pour,: ot Connie Ottway,
substitute music
teacher at East Calloway Elementary School. as she lets go of a
huge soap bubble into the crowd
of PI and P2 students Friday.
afternoon. The school-wide bubble party was in recognition of
the superlative efforts by the kids
during a recent testing regimen.
Office Depot Int the world's
largest seller of office products.
will he opening a new superstore
in Murray on Sept. 30.
Murray High Tigers beat Ballard Memorial 28-13 in a football game.
Twenty years ago
ptcture of CalPublished is
loway Countv Attorney David Harnngton as he tssues instructions
to Megan Rogers before she
attempts to complete one part of
a bicycle performance test at the
Calloway County' 4-H Bicycle
Rodeo.
Mrs. Harold Speight compared
flowers, their care and discipline.
with human.s and the training and
disciphne needed in life to members of Rose and Garden Club
on Thursday.. Sept. 13 Hostesses
were Mrs. Lochie Han and Mrs.
Thelma Jones.
fhe Murray High School Band
received first place in Class A in
the Marshall County' "Starfest '90"
marching band contest recently.
Thirty. years ago
Members ot Murray High
School Band. directed by. Charles
Cobb and Jim Wright received a
superior rating at Annual Region
One Kentucky Marching Band Festival held at Murray, State University'
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mrs. and Mrs. Scott
Jones; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Louie Robert Sieting: and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. David Perry.
A reception honoting R.L.
Cooper. who is retinng Sept. 26
as administrator of the Calloway
and Marshall County Health

Murray Ledger & Times
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FRED MULLANE
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Billy Kennedy
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nets
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Bridgestone
Arena
in
Nashville,
Tenn.. atter his
Racers on the
OVC
tournament
last
March.

Hype surrounding Racers soars
MURRAY STATE CONTINUES TO REAP BENEFITS OF
NCAA WIN IN MEDIA EXPOSURE, RECRUITING
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
As he approaches his fifth season at
Murray State, head coach Billy Kennedy
can't remember a busier fall than the one
in which he's currently engaged.
Kennedy and his staff have been burning up the recruiting trail. tending to what
longtime Racer basketball braintrust and
publisher of the Racer Insider Lindy Suiter
calls the most eye-catching and longest list
of interested recruits the program has ever
had.
Kennedy has also noticed a few niore
curious trends since his Racers upset
Vanderbilt in the first round of last sea-

son's NCAA tournament and played eventual national runner-up Butler to its closest
game of the postseason.
He's been a hot commodity for organizers of coaching clinics. speaking at more
than ever before, and he's also been tending to a stream of media requests that have
already served to thrust his team into the
national spotlight.
Don•t look now, coach. It's only
September.
"We've been busier than normal... he
said. "It's part of the job and the expectations that we have in front of us. ... We
have had more demand on us because of
last year than we have in the past."

With all but hvo of
its top 10 scorers returning,
why can't Murray State win
just one more game and be a
Sweet 16 team in
2011?
— Andy Katz
ESPICcom senior college basketball

writer, in a Wog post on Aug. 26
Before long. Kennedy may find tempering those expectations part of his job.
Murray State returns the bulk of a deep
in See RACERS. 2C

WEEK 5
SCOREBOARD

TRIGG COUNTY AT MURRAY
FRIDAY•7:30 P.M

TY HOI.LAND STADIUM

Trigg Co. at
Murray

District duel

Paducah Tilghman at
Calloway Co.

Marshall Co. at
Owensboro Apollo

Racer Sports in Brief'

Volleyball
goes to 2-1
in OVC with
win at
UT Martin
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State volleyball team earned a 3-1 (2510. 20-25. 25-1S, 25-20) victory over UT Martin at the
Elam Center.
The win moved the
Racers record to 5-8 overall
and 2-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
MSU was led by senior
Becca Lamb, who tallied her
team-leading fourth doubledouble of the season. The
Highland, Ill., native garnered 11 kills and 14 digs and
added a .310 hitting percentage ( I lk-2e-29ta), three
assists and one service ace.
Junior Jade Guo also added a
double-double to her season
totals, with 34 assists and 11
digs.
Junior Kayleah Sauer led
a defense that had four players record double-digit dig
totals.
Sauer garnered 24 digs
and added a career-best four
service aces.
The Racers opened the
first set with a 9-0 run and
never looked back. MSU
only allowed the Skyhawks
to garner more than one point
in-a-row twice during the set
and never allowed them to
get more than three-straight
points on the way to a 25-10
victory.
After recording just five
service aces in the last two
marches combined, the
Racers connected on five in
the first set against the
Sky-hawks. Guo and Sauer
each tallied two and freshman Katlyn Hudson added a
single ace.
The third set was a backand-forth battle at the beginning. However. after UTM
took a 6-8 lead the Racers
countered with a 5-0 run that
gave them the lead for the
rest of the set. The Skyhawks
kept fighting. but were only
able to cut the lead to one
point (14-13) before MSU
picked up the momentum and
eamed the 25-18 win on an
11-4 run.
The fourth set saw the
teams trading serves until the
last third of the set. The
Racers and UTM combined
for 12 tie scores and five lead
changes in the final set. with
MSU eaming the final swing.
The Racers were trailing
UTM by one 114-15) when
they went on a 4-0 run that
gave them the lead for good.
The run started a 7-4 run to
end the set with the 25-20
victory.

BALANCED
WILDCATS L(X)k
Tf) DETHRONE
TIGERS

Friday
Trigg Co. at Murray

Crittenden Co. at
Caldwell Co.

When: 7 30 p m
Where: Ty Holland Stadium
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: Trigg Co 1.3(0-0 1-2A1
Murray 5-0 (0-0, 1.2A)
Last meeting: Murray won 17-0 on
Sept 25, 2009

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
only 2/Vs No. 3 ranked team, but
For Steve Duncan, the past is
also as the clear-cut favonte to
the last thing on his mind.
win the first district.
Even though a majority' of the
Even though the Tigers have
starters from last year's 12-1
yet to falter so far this season.
team — which went undefeated
Duncan said that what his team
in the regular season — have
has done to this point cannot be
returned to anchor this season's
the focus. adding that Friday
edition. Duncan said his coaches
.night is a new start for his team.
and players can not think about
"The games we have played
what happened a year ago.
are all over," Duncan said. ''We
"I think we can have another
are really just looking to win.
great season,'s Duncan said.
We are back to zero, this is the
"Last year was a great year, but
district. We have not won a disit was. that's why it's in the past.
trict game yet this season. and so
Everything is in the past. we
we are trying to get our first viccan't go back and look at that
tory' there and this is a huge
and focus on it too much. Right
game. They have a good coachnow we have to make another
ing staff and very' good footbal!
great season and a new great
team."
game each week...
The Tigers will rely' on a
The Tigers have jumped out
heavy dose of the defensive
to another 5-0 start. and will
effort they saw a week ago
look to continue to improve. not
against Ballard Memorial when
only on their record. but on
they line up Friday night to stop
themselves as well Friday night
Trigg County's spread attack.
when they open district play
The Wildcats are a running
against Trigg County.
football team, but can throw the
For the second straight week.
ball adequately behind senior
Murray will face an opponent
quarterback Andrew Stewart.
coming off both a win and a bye.
Stewart. who pulled his hamTrigg defeated Hopkins
string early in the game against
County Cental 16-13 in overHopkins County Central, should
time on Sept. 10, and have since
aave a full arsenal at his disposset their sights on dethroning
al with the return ofjunior wideMurray atop their perch as not

,
Alkii

Graves Co. at
Lore Oak
Fulton Co. at
Mayfield
Heath at
Reidland
Madisonville-N. Hopkins
at Christian Co.

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
Matt Deese carries the ball against Ballard Memorial last
week at Ty Holland Stadium. The Tigers open district play
Friday when Trigg County visits.
out Hakeetn Tyler and junior
runnng back Deondre Wilson.
"They make it tough again
for us." Duncan said. "It's a very
balanced attack that they run at
you. and they've got good
strong running backs and good
quick ones."
Tyler missed the game
against the Storm with a knee
injury, and Wilson was unable to
play the overtime period of that

game after leaving with dehydration after a 94-yard rushing
performance prior to his exit
Head coach Shannon Burcham
said all three players should be
ready to go against the Tigers.
The Tigers' biggest strength.
however, may lie where Trigg
County is most susceptible —
on the ground.
See TIGERS, 3C

PADUCAH TILGHMAN AT CALLOWAY COUNTY

Contagious
disease?

CLASS

1A, DISTRICT 1

Mayfield
Crittenden Co.
Balla,d Mem.
Fulton City
Futton

CLASS

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

5-0
4-0
1-3
0-5
0-5

2A, Disnucr 1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

5-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

2A, DIsnucr 2
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-1
4-1
3-2
1-4

CLASS 3A, Disinucr 1
Union Co.
Pad. Tilghman
Webster Co.
McLean Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-1
3-2
2-3
0-5

CLASS 4A, Dismicr
0-0
Lone Oak
Calloway Co. 0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0

Friday

that's contagious for us,"
McKeel said. "You can only'
work so long off what you
remember, and ifs been so long
since we've had that feeling of a
big w in. Ifs a feeling that we like
and a feeling that makes us want
to continue to work to get that.
I'm proud for our young men.
and they've worked very hard...

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS

Hancock Co.
O'boro Cath.
Todd Co. Cent.
Fort Campbell

wirm

When: 7 30 p m
Where: J?ck D Rose Stadum
Radio: WAAJ. 89 7 FM
Records: Tilghman 3-2 (0-0 1-3A) .
Calloway 1-410-0 1-4/0
Lest meeting: Tilghman won 30-12 on
Sept 25 2009

Hopkins Co. Central at
Bardstown

CIASS

LAKERS HOPE TO ROLL
%%INNING NIOMENTUM,
BUT DEFENDING 3A CHAMPIONS
STAND IN ‘NAV
Paducah Tilghman at
Calloway Co.

Hopkinsville at
Russellville

Mun ay
Reidland
Caldwell Co.
Trigg Co.
Heath

FRIDAY II 7:30 P.M. III JACK D. ROSE STADIUM

By MCKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Atter picking up their first
win of season last Fnday night
against Heath, the Lakers will
enter Friday night's matchup
against Paducah Tilghman in
unfamiliar territory.
For the first time this season.
head coach Josh McKee' and his
Laker% have spent a week of
practice tailoring their focus
away from a win.
McKee! said it had been too
long for his team since their last
victory, and now. hopefully.
remembering how it feels to win
a football game will make them
want to make sure they share in
that sentiment atzain.
"Hopefully' it s something

Ballard Memorial at
Fulton City

GREG WADDELL / Ledge. S, T mes
Calloway County head coach Josh McKee! instructs his
team during a time out in last week's game at Heath.
The focus tor the Lakers now
becomes making sure they do
not let their guard down or complacency set in after the victory.
The Lakers' schedule will not
get any easier Friday night than
it has been the first five weeks of
the season -- welcoming the
defending 3A State Champion%
into Jack D. Rose Stadium for
Senior Night.
McKee! said that through the
first five weeks of thc season.

regardless of the opponent, the
one thing that has not wavered is
his team's dedication and work
ethic in practice.
"Just because we were successful last vveek doesn't mean
we worked any harder than we
did the week before." he said.
"Unfonunately it's one of those
things that when you play good
teams Oft certain nights they are
See LAKERS, 3C

1

5-0
1-4
1-4

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
Allen Co.-Scot
Russell Co.
Franklin-Simp.
Logan Co.
Warren East

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-0
2-2
1-3
1 4
1-4

CLASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Marshall Co
1-0
Graves Co
1-0
O'boro Apollo 1-0
Henderson Co. 0-0
Daviess Co.
0-0
Muhlenberg Co.0-3

2-3
1-3
1-3
2-2
2-2
0-5

2(
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LAKER SENIOR NIGHT 2010: PADUCAH TILGHMAN AT CALLOWAY CO.

Ca

First-year senior Thompson lifting takers
OF THE SEASON, THOMPSON HEALTHY AGAIN

AFTER INJURING HIS SHOULDER IN THE SECOND
lenge.
L & T: This is your first year
playing football. Talk about your
transition into the sport.
St I came in last summer and
the coaches had been wanting me
to join for a few years, so I finally just came into the football
world. It's been fun.
L & T: What has been the
biggest challenge so far?
ST: Since I got injured. the
main focus has just been getting
healthy'. but since I'm back nov.".
it's just getting in) mind right.
especially. for football and staying
away from basketball a bit.
L & T: VY'hat is your favorite
part about your new sport'?
ST:The teammates. We are just
a big family.
L &T:Talk about your relationship with fellow senior arid wide
Thompson. who is a familiar receiver Keaton Starks.
face to Laker basketball fans. is a
ST: Nte and Keaton are L lose.
fresh addition to the football He's been trying to get me to play
team. chtx)sing to nuke his senior for three years now. so I finally
,.ear his first on the gridiron.
gave in to him. Me and him are
The Ledger talked with Shawn best buds. We have been fnends
atxxx the injury he sustained in since I moved here in seventh
the Crosstown Classic. the Senior grade.
Night showdovvn, and what his
L& T: What would a win do for
Lakers hope to accomplish in the you on Fnday night'?
remainder of the season.
ST: That right there would be
L & T: After missing two story to tell if we heat the state
games with a shoulder injury.. champs Paducah Tilghman. -They
hov, does it feel to be healthy are beatable, thcxigh. They-ve lost
finally '?
two games, so it would be great.
ST: To be honest. I'm not fully We need a big win like this.
healthy. I pulled my groin a little
L & T: Talk about the festivities
last week, but
be OK. I'm surrounding Senioi Night.
ready to play.
ST: It's our Senior Night, so it's
L & T: How important was last our last night yve get to play here.
week's win over Heath moving Beating Tilghman and wirtning at
forw ard'?
our last game at home would be
ST: It was big. We needed that huge. It would be even sweeter if
win. As everyone knows, we have we beat the state champs.
Paducah Tilghman, state champs,
L & T:This season has been up
coming into town for Senior and down for you as a team so far
Night. so it's going to be a good talk about that a little.
game. going to be exciting.
ST: We have had a tough
L & T: What have you been schedule, probably one of the
focusing on in preparation for toughest in western Kentucky, so
Fnday's game against Tilghman'? we are finally getting healthy,
ST: Everyone knows about clicking on all cylinders and we
(Tilghman wide receiver) Josh look forward to Lone Oak arid all
Forrest, I just have the privilege of our distnct games and just
of guarding him. and I look for- kicking it off in the playoffs.
ward to it. Defense is one of my
— Ricky Martin
main things. arid I like the chal-

e
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Mayfield.

ith Friday's
Senior
Night
matchup
against
Paducah
Tilghman
looming,
the Ledger
and Times
Thompson
took some
time to sit down with
senior wide receiver and
defensive back Shawn
Thompson.
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TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Tirnes

Calloway County senior wide receiver Shawn Thompson (far right) celebrates a touchdown with teammates Josh
Friedrich (28) and Dustin Harvey (56) during the Lakers' season-opener against Caldwell County at Jack D Rose
Stadium. Thompson, a standout on the basketball team. is a ditference-maker in his first season playing football.
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PREP VOLLEYBALL
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Calloway gets straight-set victory at Graves

iers

flr' AGAIN

MARSHALL SWEEPS MURRAY IN
DISTRICT TUSSLE
Staff Report
Callov.Ay County blew past
Graves County Tuesday night,
earning a straight-set victory in
Mayfield.
The Lady Lakers took the
first set 25-16 and won the second 25-17 to improve to 7-11 on
the season.
Kristen Dennis led Calloway
with 12 points, four aces and

nine digs on the evening.
Samantha Daniell added seven
points and notched an assist, ace
and dig.
Dera Hale scored six points
and dished out five assists while
also adding ttuee digs. Allison
Rogers was good for five points,
two assists a kill and two digs.
Lexie Watson added six kills,
twf, points and three digs while

The Insurance' lx Center of%Inv

Katlyn Cook contributed five
digs arid Crystal Millard had
two digs. Ashleign Wolfe had an
assist, two kills and four digs,
Calloway retums to action
tonight, hosting Fulton City at 7
p.m.
Ilsrahd Co.2, Norway 0
Murray took on 4di District
rival Marshall County Tuesday
night, but suffered the satne outcome as the first matchup
between the two schools this
season, falling in two sets.
Marshall took the first set 25-

19 and won the second 25-19
improve to 10-7 on the season
Murray. fell to I I -10.
Catherine Claywell contributed two kills, a block, an
ace and five digs while Lauren
Dieleman added two kills, eight
assists and four digs.
Amanda Winchester had four
kills and six digs while Julia
Curtis added eight digs.
Murray returns to action
tonight. traveling to Christian
Fellowship for a 7 p.m. varsity
match.

Basketball fans around the
nation are already mostly clued
into all these things, thanks in
part to ESPN.
Murray State was highlighted alongside Butler and
Gonzaga in ESPN's Summer
Shootaround, which spotlighted the top programs to watch in
2010-11 outside the power conferences.
The Racers were also featured in a story in ESPN.com
reporter Andy Katz's blog
which focused mainly on
Kennedy's quest to take the
program to the next level —
perhaps the Sweet 16 — and
the difficulty Murray State
faces in scheduling quality
non-conference opposition.
Every preseason publication
on the magazine stands has
picked the Racers to repeat as
Ohio Valley Conference champions, and they've come in as
high as No. 31 in the national
rankings in Lindy's Sports preview edition.
"Obviously we're excited
people are talking about us in a
posEtive way," says Kennedy.
"But this team really hasn't
done anything. It's a different
team, and we lost some quality
seniors. We're trying to take
the mindset that we're starting
from scratch, and we have to
go out and prove ourselves
again."
The hype has undoubtedly
crept into the consciousness of
Kennedy's
players,
but
McClain. for one, says it isn't
changing how the Racers operate.
-None of us really pay attention to that stuff," said the rising senior from Fulton County.
"Because of what we did last
year, everyone expects so much
more, expects us to be even
better.,
"We really appreciate that
kind of stuff, but we don't really look for that kind of attention. We're still going to come
in and work really hard."
The attention has also gotten
Murray State more interet on
the recruiting front.

On the recruiting web site
Rivals.com. two four-star players and five three-stars are listed as interested in the Racers.
While all of those are longshots to actually sign with
Murray State, there isn't any
question about it — the exposure brought about by winning
in the NCAA tournament has
made the Racers more visible.
Compare Murray State's list
of interested players on any
recruiting web site, and it far
outshines any of the Racers'
OVC competition.
"It peaks people's interest,
but it hasn't signed us a player
yet," Kennedy said. "A lot
more kids are interested in us.
so hopefully that proves to be a
good thing."
The team is currently going
through individual workouts
and conditioning as well as
playing pick-up games ahead
of the Oct 15 date when official practices can begin.
McClain said he has been
impressed with the attitude and
work ethic of the squad's newcomers, while he, Aska and
Daniel are focused on stepping
up to provide more scoring and
rebounding on the inside in the
stead of Tony Easley, who is
now playing professional basketball in Poland.
The Racers will have several chances to up the media buzz
even more early in the season
by knocking off power conference squads.
Murray State travels to Ole
Miss on Wednesday, Nov. 17,
then go to the 76 Classic in
Anaheim. Calif., where they'll
play Stanford in the opening
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SCOREBOARD

KHSAA Sports Today
Boys Soccer
Today
Mayfield at Murray 5 45 p m
Caldwell Co at Calloway Co 7 p m
Girls Soccer
Today
Mayfield at Murray 7 15 p m

Volleyball
Today
Fulton City at Calloway Co 7 p
Murray at Christian Felioryship 7 p

•Racers
From Page 1C
and balanced team and possesses one of the strongest, most
veteran backcourts of any midmajor team in the country.
The Racers' top three scorers return, and of the six players who averaged nine or more
points last seasan, four —
guards B.J. Jenkins, Isaiah
Canaan and Isacc Miles and

forward Ivan Aska — are back.
Four more who were significant contributors in 2009-10
— guards Donte Poole and
Jewuan Long and fonvards
Jeffery McClain and Edward
Daniel — also return, providing what is perhaps an even
greater level of experienced
depth than the Racers enjoyed
last year.

•Lakers

RD Ledger & TirneS
aammates Josh
it Jack D. Rose
'log football.

From Page 1C
going to be better than you, and
unfortunately four times this
year we've drawn the short
straw. As far as the work ethic
and those things, it hasn't
changed. The kids still continue
to work hard and put the time in,
it's just nice to finally reap the
benefits."
The Lakers know exactly
what they will get when they
step onto the field Friday night
— a physical team with a dangerous combination of speed and
quickness.
Senior wide receiver Josh
Forrest has already conunitted to
the University of Kentucky, and
junior wideout Jadarion Harrnon
also has Division-I talent. Senior
quarterback Sam Cox runs the
Tornado spread offense efficiently, and uses the different formations to get the ball to his primary playmakers.
The Lakers have their own set
of offensive weapons as well
though. in sophomore quarterback Tyler Greer and junior wide
receiver Josh Friedrich.
Greer is 15th in the state overall in passing yards per game.
and ranks fourth in Class 4A.
Friedrich is first in 4A in receiving yards per game,and is fourth
overall in the state in all classes.
McKee, said their success
early in the season has opened up
the offense more, and helped
them become more balanced.
"Having them allows other
people to make plays. Keaton
Starks had a big night Friday
with two offensive touchdowns
and one on special teams. We
need to get Garrett Cowen into

the mix a little bit more, and also
whether it be Shawn Thompson
or someone else, we can and
need to get the ball to more people."
Defensively, the Tornado are
equally fast and skilled, and they
re/y on their speed to make
plays. Running out of a 3-4
defensive formation, Tilghman
will shoot gaps, as opposed to
trying to soak up blocks, and will
simply try to use their athleticism to get to the football.
Tilghman will often run a cover
two behind their defensive set,
and occasionally slip into a cover
three.
Even with die speed advantage for Tilghman, McKee! said
there are things his team can do
to win the game.
"You line up correctly, you
play your responsibility and
offensively you try to run the
football," McKeel said "We
need to make plays and take
advantage of the strengths that
we have and we will be fine."
2010 LAKER STATS
Calloway
Opponents

14
32

35
50

24
47

9
58

82
187

TEAM STATISTICS
CCHS
OPP
Rushes-Yards
121.349 1 90-1088
Passing Yards
1009
844
Comp-Art-Int 73-161-12
43-74-5
Total Yards
1358
1953

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Treadway 28-150 TD,
Greer 47-105 Powell 24-84 TD.
Cowen 11-24
PASSING — Greer 71-158-11 1004 7TD.
Cowen 2-3-1 3 TD
RECEIVING — Fnearch 28-537 5TD
Starks 23-256 3TD Thompson 7-96
7.52,
Billington
Cowen
5-38
Treadway 1-17 Powell 2-16 Irwin 1-2

round on Thanksgiving Day.
If things go well, they could
play a nationally-televised
ESPN BracketBuster game at
the CFSB Center in February.
Rematch with Butler, anyone? The Bulldogs are slated
for a road game in the event,
which attempts to match midmajor squads with similar RPI
ratings.
Kennedy shrugs off the suggestion.
"To be in that company is
definitely a positive," he said
of his team's mention alongside
programs such as the Bulldogs

and Gonzaga. "That's what the
goal was when I got here. to
keep Murray State at the top or
the list of mid-major programs
-The success we had Iasi
year has helped us to be in that
conversation. Time will tell.
This team hasn't done anything
yet."
The Racers open the season
with an exhibition game
against Freed-Hardeman on
Nov. 9 at the CSFB Center then
host East Tennessee State on
Nov. 12, the game at which the
newly-named building will he
christened.

•Tigers
From Page 1C
Murray High averages almost
236 yards per game rushing,
while the Wildcats have given
up an average of 239 yards per
contest on the ground.
Last season, Murray High
traveled to Trigg to claim a 17-0
victory, but the Tigers were held
to just 167 yards of total offense
in that game. with since-graduated Brandon Wicks responsible
for 139 of those.
Duncan knows his team is in
for a battle against the Wildcats.
and said this team is much better
than they appear on paper.
"They are probably the
toughest team with that record
in western Kentucky," he said.
-They have played some tough
teams and they are a very tough
team. We tiave had a war for the
last two years against them. and
they are very physical and good
up front."
Duncan's squad is very good
and physical up front too how-

ever, and when asked how good
this year's defense could be. he
smiled and replied. "It depends
on how good they want to be.2010 TIGER STATS
Murray
77 42 34 36 - 139
Opponents 1 27 7
6 -TEAM STATISTICS
MHS
OPP
63
Fast Downs
Rushes-Yards 194-1178 124-173
Passing Yards
715
125
Comp-Att.Int
7-21-2 44-111-18
Total Yards
1311
884
Fumbles-Lost
10-4
10-7
Penalties-Yards 36-301
26-49

INDIVIDUAL &MUSICS
ALANIMG — Duncan 38-357 5TD M
Deese 63-314 6TD Davis 22-190
2TD• Phillips 16-76 2TD Holland 11.
74. Fields 9-44 TD K Deese 14-40
Stephens
1-30
CuUop
6-39.
Humphrey 3-15 TD Boone 5-12
Slonner 1-(-2) Lee 4-1-91
PAseaes — K Deese 7-16-1 125 4TD
M Deese 0-1-0 0 Duncan 0-2-1 0
Boone 0-2-0
RECEIVING — Foster 2-44 2TD M
Deese 1-24 TD Stephens 1-24 TO
Cherry 1-21, Fields 1-16 Duncan 1 -1-

Athletes, did you know?
Heavy drinking reverses up to 2 weeks
of training effect

1

Drinking after training reverses
the effect

GET PINK

EASY MONEY WHEN YOU
INSULATE NOW

yit Save up to 40% on Energy Bill
Re Get a 30% Federal Tax Credit up to $1,500

Players that drink are twice as likely
to become injured

Alcohol compromises athletes
already vulnerable immune system

rue Get a 30% State of Kentucicy Tax Credit
izi
r up to $100
V'Get a 50% IVA Rebate up to $500
(must meet requirements)

fft Ge Serval! Discount
ig Free No Obligation Estimate
a 10%

WS win/win.
-

Hangovers have shown
to reduce athletic
performance by 11.4%
This is high school alcohol information from
www.americanathleticinstitute.org

Fiberglass and Cellulose Available
33
rnstberger
'gm ai .COM

CALL SERVALL INSULATION
"
TAX CREDIT
HOME
'1500 to

270.753.6433
1.800.264.1433

762-7332
Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

www.ccasap.com
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TIGER HOMECOMING 2010: TRIGG CO. AT MURRAY

Olive anchoring Tigers' state title quest

SENIOR LEFT TACKLE ENTERTAINING INTEREST FROM DES'TINATIONS SUCH AS BOSTON COLLEGE

R

ecently, the
Ledger
&
Times
sat
down with
Murray
High senior offensive and

A defensive

lineman
Robert Olive to discuss his .- eam's undefeated start, their quest
for a state championship, and his future.
Olive

Olive was a part of last
year's 12-1 team that fell to
Fort Campbell during the Ciass
2A state playoffs, and says that
anything short of a state championship this year will be a disappointment.
The 6'4" 305 pound Olive is
receiving Division-I attention,
not only for his athletic performance. but also for his
excellent academic progress as
well.
& T: Congratulations on
starting 5-0 again. How does it
feel for the second straight
year?
RO: It feels good. Everybody
is starting to believe that we
can
be
state
champs.
Everybody wants that and
everybody is fighting for that
goal.
L & T: What keeps you guys
going week in and week out?
RO: Just the drive. In our
breakdown, we say 'One, two,
three. state champs!' and everyone believes that. Everybody
wants that goal, so every game
vte keep fighting. .
L & T: Is this the year for you
guys to go win state?
RO: We've been saying it for
years, and I truly believe this is
the year we are going to do it.

L & T: How is the chemistry
on the team this season?
RO: It's great. This year we
have really started to feel the
big family bond with eveiyone.
You go out there and you are
playing with guys that you just
absolutely love to be around,
and it's a great experience. You
can tell this is something that
you will remember for the rest
of your life.
L & T: How does it feel being
a senior?
RO: This season has gone by
real fait, and it's getting closer
to an end, so it's bittwersweei.
L & T: Are there colleges
interested in you right now?
RO: I've been getting a lot of
mailit.g stuff from Boston
College, and then a lot of people have been sending me a lot
of e-mail and stuff. I haven't
gotten any offers yet. but hopefully' I will soon.
L & T: Obviously' you were a
part of last year's 12-1 team.
Does that keep you and your
teammates going every week.
even when the competition may
not be as tough?
RO: Most of the guys that
start were on that team last
year, so they experienced how
it felt to have that dream of
being state champs taken away
from you. So you can tell on
the field that every play everybody is giving their all to not
let a chance like that be taken
from us again. We will fight or
do whatever we havre to do to
secure our chance to be state
champs.
L & T: What kinds of things
are you working on every day.
to improve?
RO: Going all out. blocking
our men. One thing coach
always points out is if everybody does their job. we will get
the job done. So you can't be
doing extra stuff whenever it's
someone else's job. You've got
to focus on your part, and if
GREG WADDELL Lcdoer & Times
everybody focuses on their Murray senior offens.ve lineman Robert
Olive (77) gets in his stance during the Tigers' game against Fuiton
City on
part, we will do well.
Sept. 3 at Ty Hollanci Stadium. Olive, a left tackle, is receiving interest
from Division I colleges, including Big East
— Ricky Mertin
member Boston College.
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